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Progress continues on recreation area
By GERI MILLS
The purchase of lighting equipment

facility.

for CD’s recreation area, scheduled to
open this spring, was approved by SG

Wall mounts will be purchased for
the juke box stereo-speakers.
Security mirrors will be provided for

pool table lights will be ordered

to

monitoring the vending machine area
which

will

house

the

only

available, and applications for the

receiving unanimous votes of approval.

car-pooling and tutor programs.

Jane Tolentino has been appointed

members at their Feb. 29 meeting.
Pale magenta light gels and overhead

student activities representative, both

vending

secretary by President Patrick Coyne.
HOPING

TO

INVOLVE

Lou

Gagliardi,

public

relations

chairman, announced plans to straighten-up the notices on the free-standing

more

bulletin boards in Building A and the

provide a game room atmosphere in the

students in SG, Ron Strum, student life

board outside the LRC

machines in the SRC Building, selling

facility, located on the first level of the
SRC Building.

problem-solving chairman,

various food items and cigarettes. A

plans to set up an information booth in

notices can be read.
The Video Gazette, which features

microwave oven will also be located in
this room.

the second-floor lobby area of the SRC
during the first week of the spring

plays in the student lounge daily from

“HOPEFULLY, THE recreation area

announced

the

productions

of

so

media

that the

students,

as long as

IN OTHER BUSINESS, SG gained

quarter. Representatives from SG will

noon to 1 p.m. Included in the program

everything goes according to schedule,”

new members including Renee Naffziger

is a one-minute spot titled “Student

said Joe Comeau, manager of the

as

be on hand with the book exchange file,
containing information on used books

will be open by May

1

a

director

and

Pete

Troppe

as

Government Update.”
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Pre-testing required
By BRIAN O’MAHONEY
Beginning fall quarter, 1984, all

will cover reading. Both tests will take
about one hour to complete.

students intending to enroll in Math

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING the

110 or English 101 will be required to

completion of the test, the student will

take

be provided with his score and a
course registration recommendation will

a

diagnostic

test

prior

to

registration.
The new procedure, recommended by
a committee chaired by Dan Lindsey,
dean of humanities and liberal arts,
has been designed to assist students in
the selection of courses.
TESTING DATES FOR

the

fall

quarter have been tentatively set for
Aug. 6 through Sept. 18.
Anyone planning to enroll in either of
the two courses will be able to take the
pre-test on any of these dates in the
Main Campus Testing Center or at one
of three district sites, one in each Open

be made. Additionally, the score will be
inputed in the student’s information
record. It will not, however, appear on
his transcript.
Course schedule planning and advis¬
ing sessions as Well as registration are
coordinated with the testing schedule
so students may then meet with an
adviser or register if they desire. The
final decision on what class to take will
still be up to the individual, regardless
of test performance.
The cost of the test will be covered in

College region.
An algebra placement test will be
used as a reference for those wishing to
take math 110. The English
pre-examination will consist of

a $3 fee, which will be added to both
classes.
A

detailed

description

of

the

101
two

pre-testing requirement and advising

parts, the first will cover either usage

process as well as the testing schedule

or sentence structure; the second half

will be included in the fall Quarterly.

Flexible learning seeks new site
By CHRIS J. AIELLO

_

Ask not what your school can do for you, but what you can do for your
school.
CD’s flexible learning program is looking for a new facility in its southwest
section, including Downers Grove, Lisle, Woodndge and Naperville, according

BECKIE L. TAYLOR, newly elected student member of Board of Trustees,
gets input on college’s needs from students in cafeteria Photo by Mark
Spurgeon

Student trustee elected
Beckie L. Taylor of Woodridge was

Taylor was

graduated

from

West

to Russ Lundstrum, dean of academic alternatives.
Lundstrum believes Naperville is the “perfect site” for the new learning

chosen student member to the Board of

Aurora High School in January, 1983

center.
“It’s population doubled from 1970 to 1980, making it the largest village in

Trustees in an election Feb. 29 and

and also attended St.

March 1.

School, where she was involved with

DuPage, and the Northeast Planning Commission estimated that its population

Taylor was named on 99 of the 182

will increase 143 percent by 2005,” Lundstrum said.
Acquisition of a building in one of Naperville s shopping centers is under

ballots cast. Wayne F. Cerne of Oak

negotiation, according to Lundstrum, “but we’re open to any suggestions,

while Robert P.

he

said.
CD needs 3,000 square feet of space, “spacious and well-lighted parking and
total accessibility,” Lundstrum said.
The facility, when established, will be open to the public and fully equipped

Brook finished second with 31 votes
Biddle of Lombard

came in third with 28.

and

five

votes

were

19

declared

ill

Prairie
Light
Review
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was a member of the Friendship Club
and participated in orienting new
students.
counting and plans to attend Northern
Illinois University after completing her

CD grad
Cagers head
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Congress : fV tourney
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student government, and Downers
Grove South High School, where she

work at CD.

for the flexible learning programs according to Lundstrum.

in
this
issue:

High

She is majoring in management/ac

Write-in candidates captured
votes

Charles
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WHAT’S HAPPENING...
Student film awards

Rowden a winner

April is the deadline for the 11th
annual student film awards competi¬
tion, open to all students at accredited
U.S. colleges, universities, art and film
schools.
The program, sponsored by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Science^ in conjunction with the
Academy Foundation, provides tro¬
phies and cash grants for the top
entries in the animation, documentary,
dramatic and experimental categories.
Films may be 16mm, 35mm or 70mm,
and must have been completed after
April 1, _1983, within the course
curriculum of an accredited American
school.
After being judged in the regional
semi-finals, the winning films will be
honored at the student film awards
ceremonies June 10 in the Samuel ■
Goldwyn Theater at the academy’s
Beverly Hills, Calif, headquarters.
:
Further information is available from
Barbara Scharres at 443-3771.

Second City coming
The Second City Comedy Troupe will
be here for an 8 p.m. performance April
6 in the Performing Arts Center of
Building M in a program sponsored by
student activities.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $6 at
the door, and are on sale at the student
activities box office.

Jamie Rowden of Woodridge has
been named the first winner of a $100
scholarship being offered by CD’s
Classified Personnel Association.
Rowden, who has two small children,
began her studies at CD in 1981 taking
general education courses. This fall she
is planning to enter the college’s
two-year clinical nursing program.
To be eligible for the scholarship,
applicants must be part-time (1 to 5
hours) students, reside in the college
district, demonstrate financial need
and, if a student here the previous
quarter, have a cumulative 2.0 GPA.

BOARD

4
College of DuPage
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'‘The Ages of Woman'' health forum
will be held m SRC 1024A on April 6
from 9 a.m* to 4 p.ra.
Barbara Hausen-Lemma will discuss
“The Ages of Woman” to begin the
activities ^sponsored by the Focus cm
Woman Program, the Health Center
and Health and Public Services.
‘Emerging Years and Family Forma¬
tion” will be the topic of a panel
discussion at 10:30 am. Alice Grant, a
midwife, will talk about home birth. In
addition, Dr. Paul Ross will speak on
assertive patient rights and Diana
Carter will discuss reproduction rights.
"Balancing Mind/Body /Spirit
through Holistic Health" will be
explained by Bettie Faulker, director of
the Hinsdale Holistic Health Center,

-i- Student Actmt/es p
PROGRAM

Applications may be picked up in the
natural sciences office, A3028. Further
information is available at 858-2800,
exts. 2010 or 2011.

Stone-tool analysis
“New Methods of Stone-tool Analy¬
sis” will be discussed by Robert
Joslin-Jeske, a doctoral candidate in
anthropology at Northwestern Univer¬
sity, at a meeting of the Earth Science
Club of Northern Illinois tonight at 8 in
the Student Resources Center.

Women's health forum April 6
By ANN STOTTS

Offered for the first time this spring
via WDCB 90.9 FM, the college’s radio
station, will be Humanities 290, Special
Topics in Humanities II. This course,
which combines informational and
docu-drama programs featuring seven
women who have achieved a specific
level of greatness in American society,
will be heard at 7:30 a.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday for seven weeks
beginning March 26.
A telecourse learning system has
been developed for a five-hour indepen¬
dent study course, Psychology 230,
Child Growth and Human Develop¬
ment, on campus using tapes available
in the Learning Resources Center.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2490.

(O

March 16 is the deadline for students
to apply for two $500 tuition-waiver
scholarships being offered by the
natural sciences division for the 1984-85
academic year.
Applicants must have a 3.5 GPA,
have taken at least three courses from
two different natural sciences disci¬
plines, have completed 24 hours of
credit by the end of the current winter
quarter and 36 hours by the end of the
upcoming spring quarter.

Courses via media

- Student Actmt/es ;*
PROGRAM

$500 scholarships
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at noon.
Robert BoIIendorf, human services
instructor, will conduct a seminar on
“Techniques for Stress Management,'
at 1:30 p.m.
Experiential activities inducting yo¬
ga, therapeutic massage, aerobics and
hypnosis will start at 2:30 p.m,
“Pandora’s Bottle," a film on women
and alcoholism, will follow.
The forum will conclude with an open
discussion.
“I want young women to know that
so many concerns they have and don’t
know where to get the answers from
will be answered in this one-dav
forum," said coordinator Claudia
Voisard.
Registration ends April 2 and can be
made at 858-7148. The cost is $12 for
general admission and $10 for students.

- Student Actmt/es \
PROGRAM
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Tourinq

is coming!

The folks who brought you SCTV,
John Belushi, Dan Akroyd & Bill
Murray. See tomorrow’s stars in
this rip-roaring show!

Tuesday, March 13
12:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 14
12:30 p.m.

The Nutty Professor

King of Comedy

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m

FRIDAY, APRIL 6
The Nutty Professor
King of Comedy
8:00 p.m. COD
Performing Arts Center, Bldg. M
Multi-Purpose Room
Multi-Purpose Room
$5 in advance; $6 at door. Student
SRC 1024A
SRC 1024A
Activities Box Office
For more info, call 858-2800,
FREE
FREE
_Ext. 2241____

WANTED: Volunteers for Student Activities — Get involved & enjoy
the fun! 1) Set-up for upcoming concerts, 2) Help put up posters,
3) Help us find out what students want to see and do._

HAVE A GREAT SPRING BREAK!!!

News q
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Displaced workers get help
By GLORIA DONAHUE

AHEAD?
Are you looking for a school that is
looking in the same direction? North
Central College in Naperville, is
looking to the future, your future.
From our academic programs, to
our commitment to career plan¬
ning and placement, North
Central uses its 120 years of
experience to help students
achieve their goals with:
• Career Internships
• Job Placement
Opportunities
• Easy transfer of credit
• Academic & Career
Advising
• Academic Scholar¬
ships available
• Evening, Weekend,
and Day Classes.

North Central College
NAPERVILLE, ILLINOIS 60566

For further info: contact our

Transfer Student Advisor 420-3415

The Regional Assistance Center in
Building K has assisted approximately
350 dislocated workers since recruit¬
ment efforts began in late November,
according to Sam Mobley, manager.
The program, funded under Title III
of the Job Training Partnership Act,
provides job training for retaining and
support services to displaced workers
who have lost jobs because of plant
closings or changes in technology in the
workplace. The grant was officially
approved in September, 1983.
THE CENTER PROVIDES a varie¬
ty of employment and training services
designed to return displaced workers to
the workforce. Once such a person is
determined eligible and assessed, he
receives counseling, training and skills
in marketing himself. After a job is
taken, long-term contact is maintained
to insure a smooth transition to
, employment.
The center currently has eight
part-time instructors, two full-time
counselors, one full-time training coor¬
dinator, one full-time remedial skills
instructor, two part-time assistants and
one part-time typist.
“Thousands of people have been
made aware of the program,” said
Mobley. “The thing we are happiest
with is providing a center where all the
needs of dislocated workers are taken
care of,” he said.
DISLOCATED WORKERS ARE
not mainstreamed into regular CD
classes; they receive intensive training
on the short-term. Training time varies
with different occupations. Some —

data entry, clerical and word-processing
— may require only one month of
intensive training and others — dental
assistants, air conditioning and refri¬
geration mechanics — may take up to
24 months.
Available training courses include
basic electronics, computer-aided de¬
sign, data processing, facilities manage¬
ment, medical terminology/medical
records clerk, nursing assistant, secre¬
tarial, waiter/waitress and word proces¬
sing.
The grant covers tuition and books
as well as counseling. However, it does
not cover a stipend as the CETA
Program did where dislocated workers
also received minimum wage during
training.
“THIS DOES HURT some people
who can't afford to participate,” said
Mobley. “However, the new program
has a different emphasis. Those who
participate are goal-oriented, where
under the CETA Program, participants
were often attracted more to the
minimum wage allowance.”
The center will serve any person from
any district, according to Mobley. Some
participants are from Kane and Cook
Counties, for example.
Individuals who wish to benefit from
this program may make an appoint¬
ment for an intake interview with the
Regional Assistance Center in Building
K at 858-2800, ext. 2180.
In addition to proper identification,
proof of citizenship or appropriate
immigration documents, military sta¬
tus, unemployment insurance and proof
of termination from last employer must
be made available to the center.

$10 OFF

INVENTORY CLEARANCE

On your Federal & State Income Tax Preparation

SALE

West Suburban Income Tax Service
"Specializing in Individual Income Tax Preparation"

534Crescent Blvd., Suite 201
Glenn Ellyn, III. 60137
Call 858-6575, Stephen W. Defilippis

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

B.A.

Unwashed Boot
or Straight-Leg
(Compare at $25)

Don’t Waste Your Valuable Study
Time Fretting Over Your Taxes!

$1499
Pre-washed Boot
or Straight-Leg
(Compare at $27)

Have West Suburban IncdTne Tax Service prepare
your taxes for you and save money 2 ways:
1. Professional Preparation at reasonable prices.
2. Discount Coupon

Call 858-6575
Now for your appointment.

$iy99
LARGE SELECTION OF
WOMEN’S TOPS TO
CHOOSE FROM.
NOW REDUCED TO

2 PRICE
ClOtHinC WOMB
15 W. State St., Geneva

Convenient Nearby Glen Ellyn Location!

232-1414

HOURS
M-Thur. 10-6
Fri. 10-8
Sat. 10-5
Sun. Noon-3

4

F eature
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Various tests help in choosing career
interest test to see what aptitudes I
have,” or ‘‘I would like to take some
kind of tests to show me what careers I
am suited for,” or “I am here to take a
test because I need to decide my
major.”

Some misunderstanding appears to
exist about tests in general and about
interest and aptitude inventories in
particular. Many students mistakenly
view these two instruments as being
identical in scope and purpose when, in
fact, they are not.

By SUSAN RHEE
I would like to discuss the functions
and values of self-assessment inventor¬
ies in relation to one’s career
exploration.
Often students will say, “I hear you
offer an aptitude test and I would like
to take one,” or “I would like to take an

The student who wants to maximize
his chances for a successful career deci¬
sion needs to go through a career
exploration process, a searching, inves¬
tigative activity that involves collection
of information about oneself and the
world of work in order to optimize his
career possibilities and choices.
SELF-ASSESSMENT inventories of¬
ten use psychological tests to provide a
detailed analysis of one’s abilities,
aptitudes, interests, values, personality

and aspirations.
asnimHnno
and
These tests are
grouped into five major types according
to the function they perform.
• Intelligence tests, which attempt
to measure abstract reasoning and
general intellectual ability, are seldom
used in career counseling.
• Achievement tests, which attempt
to provide an objective measure of
actual learning and current mastery of
a specific subject, such as mathematics
or a foreign language.
• Aptitute tests, which attempt to
measure the capacity to acquire certain
skills or proficiencies based on innate
ability such as clerical, mechanical or
musical aptitude.
• Interest inventories, which asses¬
ses an individual’s interests and
compares them to the “typical” person
found in various occupations.
• Personality inventories, which
measure such emotional, motivational
and interpersonal characteristics as
independence, anxiety, sociability and

From the author of CARRIE,

k

THE SHINING,
THE DEAD ZONE,
and CHRISTINE.

achievement drive.
CD counselors, when assisting stu¬
dents with career exploration, utilize
various interest and personality inven¬
tories, not aptitude, intelligence or
achievement tests because the latter are
too difficult and expensive to adminis¬
ter.
Interest inventories are utilized not
so much to predict or select a career but
to stimulate further thinking about the
world of work in general and about
areas of interest in particular.
Certain personality traits are desired
for some careers, and a personality
inventory is helpful in examining one’s
personal characteristics as they relate
to various career fields.
Thus, both interest and personality
inventories can aid one in identifying
and exploring personal attributes
relevant to the career decision-making
process. In addition, these instruments
provide insights into one’s feelings and
motivations.
STUDENTS SHOULD KEEP the
following points in mind when contem¬
plating use of these inventories:
• Interest inventories measure a
person’s interests, not his aptitude or
ability.
• There are no right or wrong test
results.
• One’s test results are based on the
responses he makes to the questions
and are only as accurate as the
information provided.
• Testing will furnish information
but not make decisions for an
individual.
• Results can offer one a meaningful
way to initiate career planning
experiences and can lead the student to
tentative selection of a particular career
cluster for an in-depth exploration.
• In pointing out possible career
areas which one may have not
considered before, an interest inventory
can simultaneously broaden horizons as
well as provide focus for career
exploration.
• The results may do no more than
verify that an individual has a penchant
for a particular career field.
• One should not expect miracles.
These inventories are not the panacea
that will show one exactly which career
field is right for him.
• Interest inventories cannot predict
job success or failure.
Interest and personality inventories
do not measure one’s abilities and
aptitudes. In addition, each person is
unique and no test can accurately
predict the many differences among
individuals. Therefore, information on
test profiles should be considered in
combination with such other relevant
data as skills, aptitudes, abilities,
accomplishments, experiences and other

Please turn to page 10

STEPHEN KING'S "CHILDREN OE THE CORN"
Starring PETER HORTON
LINDA HAMILTON
Screenplay by GEORGE GOLDSMITH
Based upon the story by STEPHEN KING
Music by JONATHAN ELIAS
Executive Producers EARL GLICK
CHARLES J. WEBER
Produced by DONALD P BORCHERSand TERRENCE KIRBY
Directed by FRITZ KIERSCH
NEW WORLD PICTURES
Read the Signet Paperback | Prints from CFI
Soundtrack album available
on Varese Sarabande Records
© 1984 NEW WORLD PICTURES

K

Private Rooms of “Sunshine
European

TanSpa

AngeiesEnte^inment'croup.inc.
RESTRICTED
t®*
UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR AOULT GUARDIAN

STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 9th
at a theatre near you

A sun-filled vacation is no joy if
you sunburn! And there’s no better
sunscreen than a basic tan. That’s
why most people get a tan before
they vacation in the sun.
2101C Bloomingdale Road
Glendale Heights, IL 60137
(312) 351-8080

Perspective k
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Reagan ignoring 6past due notices
9

By RICHARD COHEN
But Mr. Ronald Reagan, you have
not been able to balance the budget.
According to our figures, your budget
will be short $200 billion by the end of
fiscal 1985. If this sum is added to
previous deficits, we are talking of a
debt approaching a trillion dollars. Mr.
Ronald Reagan, we value your busi¬
ness, but YOU HAVE DONE NOTH¬
ING TO BRING YOUR BUDGET
INTO BALANCE.

Richard Cohen

WASHINGTON - Dear Ronald
Reagan: As you know, we have written
you previously about your PAST DUE
deficit and have yet to get a
satisfactory response. This is our final
letter. We know your credit rating is
important to you and so we are taking
this opportunity to review your
financial situation. Immediate attention
to this problem is required or we will
have to take FURTHER ACTION.
When you first contacted this office
in 1980, you said you would be able to
lower taxes, increase defense spending
and balance the budget. This office had
grave doubts about your plan, but we
allowed you to proceed because YOUR
BUSINESS IS IMPORTANT TO US.

Mr. Ronald Reagan, in 1980 you said
you would balance the budget. Every
year since, you have made the same
claim. Not only did you fail to balance
the budget as promised, but also the
budget you recently submitted to this
office shows AN ADDITIONAL DE¬
FICIT. As usual, you say you will
attend to this problem NEXT YEAR.
Mr. Ronald Reagan, we have been
very patient with you, but look at what
you have done. The government has to
borrow its funds somewhere and it will
be competing with others for the
limited money available. This either will
keep interest rates at the current high
level, or increase them further. As you
know, the cost of borrowing money
(interest rates) is reflected in the price
of almost everything — from new cars
to new houses.
But additionally, Mr. Ronald Rea¬
gan, a perusal of your statements
indicates that YOU DO NOT KNOW

WHAT YOU ARE DOING. We are
sorry for being so blunt, but this office
has gone over your books and
discovered that you are now spending
more on interest payments than you
have cut from social programs for the
poor. In other words, what you have
taken from poor people you are now
giving to bankers and rich foreign
investors.

This is unacceptable to us. While
normally we refrain from telling clients
how to conduct their business, it seems
obvious to us that you cannot continue
both to spend the way you have on
defense and also permit the rich to
avoid paying their fair share of taxes.
Your figures indicate that the rich
enjoyed the major share of your tax
reductions. A little corporate tax would
not hurt, either.

This office also has concluded, Mr.
Ronald Reagan, that high interest rates
and the prospect that they will go even
higher have attracted a lot of foreign
money to this country. We need not tell
you that this is not good.

In the end, Mr. Ronald Reagan, these
choices are UP TO YOU. But we cannot
continue to finance your debt or
continue to rely on your promises that
next year you will balance the budget.
This, then, is your FINAL WARNING.
You have refused to respond adequately
to previous letters. Therefore, we must
inform you that your request for
another $200 billion loan is DENIED.

The result is that the dollar has
increased in value, meaning cheap
meals for a privileged few in Paris, but
- MORE IMPORTANT - a higher
cost for American exports. This means
that American firms that do business
abroad are being priced out of the
market. At the same time, foreign firms
now are able to sell here more cheaply.
This accounted for a $60.6-billion trade
deficit in 1983 and a projected deficit of
$100 billion for 1984.

We are sorry to have taken such
stem measures. We always have valued
your business, but we feel that you
have taken advantage of the LIBERAL
CREDIT POLICIES extended to your
predecessors. Remember, your credit
rating is important to you. But frankly,
Mr. Ronald Reagan, you don’t have one
anymore.

Mr. Ronald Reagan, we have written
to you repeatedly about these matters
and all we get back is promises that the
budget will be balanced — but the
promise always is for NEXT year.

© 1984,
The Washington Post Company

Courier Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES for Day¬
time/Evening Babysitters, Vacation Housesitters. Flexible hours. References required.
Anything Under the Sun 420-8758.

WILL type term papers, manuscripts, etc
Reasonable Rates. 964-5489.
SMITTY’S TYPING SERVICE
dent rates. Call 852-2904.

Full or part time help wanted. Construction
oriented but experience not required, all
expenses paid. Guarantee $150 per week up
to $250 per week for 5 days of work. For
interview appointment, call 969-6449. Ask
for Tim.

Special stu¬

TYPING done in my home. Reasonable
rates. Dictaphone work also available. Call
2934265._
Wanted: person with phone experience to
make appointments with self employed in¬
dividual. $5per hour. 668-8151 days.

HELP WANTED: Thermaline is one of the
nation's largest manufacturing facilities in
the U.S. in thermal windows and steel
security doors and is looking for experienc¬
ed professional phone people or will train.
Excellent starting salary and fantastic
bonus plan. Are you sharp, articulate and
communicate effectively over the phone in
setting up appointments for our manu¬
facturers reps? No selling involved. Must he
reliable. Call J.R. after 1 pm to arrange a
personal interview. Our address is 1135
Tower Lane, Bensenville, 60106. 595-4445.
We have 2 shifts available: 1-9 pm and 5-9
pm.

Typing, Reasonable Rates, Call 668-2957,
Nancy.
£REE room and board. Close to campus: in
Exchange for housework. Call 462-7611
evenings.
LIFE GUARD WANTED: 2 full time, 2 part
time. Private pool-Bartlett. Senior Life Sav¬
ing Certificate (W.S.I. desirable). Call 8301313.

r

HAIR KUT.$2.99
(with this coupon)
Tues. thru Fri. only
BEAUTY SCHOOL CLINIC
(Hairdone exclusively by students)

“PIZZA SPECIALISTS"
Everything is made in our own kitchen

690-1500
Delivery or carry oat

HAIR PROFESSIONALS
ACADEMY
2313 Maple Ave.
Downers Grove
968-1820

Thurs. 10—8
Tues.. Wed.
With any $4 ordor ond this coupon!
coupon

Thin cnist or pizza in the pan
Submarines
hot art asst

hoi ar fast

7*6 SLLorraine-Whettan

& Fri. 10—4
Sat. 8— 3
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Commentary

Rowdy '60s glorious times'?Bull!
___By CHRIS J. AIELLO_
Where have all those wonderful days gone?
Ashton Bryan believes the ‘60s were glorious times — what could be more
ludicrous?
According to Bryan’s Feb. 24 Courier article, professing anti-war and
anti-military slogans is the pinnacle of life-long fulfillment.
BRYAN INFERS THAT bombing ROTC buildings and alienating ROTC
students is good. These actions, he suggests, cause change.
I doubt that the four students who died at Kent State would agree.
The fact of the matter is that these “anti-American” students are getting on
with their lives. They’ve brought their ideals into politics, to the public or perhaps
simply to their children.
In the ’60s, they were merely a radical minority, and in America radicals fade
away or become more compromising, trying to work from within to infiltrate their
respective ideologies into the American limelight.
BRYAN IS WRONG if he believes men and women want to go to war.
A few months ago, I made the irrational statement that we should invade
Lebanon and blow the daylights out of any uncompromising forces.
A World War II veteran blatantly admonished me.
Seeing my shame, he later consoled me by saying, “I don’t want you to ever
have to see war; I wish no one had to.”
Nobody wants to go to war. Nobody wants to propel a .45 caliber bullet into a
child or his mother, or even into enemy soldiers.
Unrecognizable flesh dangling off a mangled skeleton isn’t a pleasant sight, to
say the least.
—VIETNAM WAS A war of attrition. Gross atrocities were committed by both
sides.
Vietnam was a mistaken attempt to prove that the American ideology was
somehow universal, but the error doesn’t give citizens the liberty to destroy the
culture which produced them.
Destruction is easy. Construction takes determination and an irrepressible will.
Construction takes organization and popular support, and even then it runs into
blockades, especially in a country as free as America.
Bryan says he’s taken the first step to bringing about a change for the good of
our country.
Bull.

Revolution and social security?
By JOE CHASE
What would you say if the chief
actuary for the Social Security
Administration became distressed about the Social Security Administration
on the whole, left his job, and wrote a
book telling of a coming revolution in
social security?
Social security is a big issue again
and again, but if it’s so bad, why don't
the actuaries themselves tell us about
it? Politicians make hay about any¬
thing. Everyone knows that they lie.
Someone who knows the Social Security
Administration from the inside should
tell his view. That would clarify the
picture.
Well, in 1978, A. Haeworth Robert¬
son, chief actuary of the Social Security
Administration, left that agency and
told about it in “The Coming
Revolution in Social Security.”
WROTE ROBERTSON, “IN 1975,
only six months after becoming chief
actuary,
I concluded that the most
important problem confronting social
security in the immediate future was
the widespread lack of understanding of
the program — its basic rationale, the

type and level of benefits it provides,
the method of financing, the signifi¬
cance of its high future cost, and the
tenuous relationship between taxes paid
and benefits received by an individual.
“For the most part, people’s ideas
about social security were wrong.
Therefore, the program could not
satisfy their expectations. Furthermore,
it was evident that as taxes continued
their inexorable rise, this frustration
and disenchantment would get worse
and not better.
“Immediately I began trying to
clarify these issues by talking with
anyone who would listen to me. I soon
developed a personal sense of urgency
about my ‘outreach project,’ as the
commissioner of social security used to
rail it, and in 1978 left the Social
Security Administration to have the
time and freedom to prepare this book.”
ROBERTSON’S ACCOUNT exa¬
mines social security, explains its
benefits, shows costs and how and
when the program is paid for. The book
devotes an entire chapter to “trillion
dollar actuarial deficits and accrued
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liabilities,” and proposes an alternative
insurance program based on assump¬
tions radically different from those on
which the current system is based.
His chapter on actuarial deficits and
accrued liabilities is staggering. In it,
we see that the tax dollars to finance
just the hospital insurance program of
social security are scheduled to hit 2.9
percent of taxable income in 1990. But,
we also see that, by actuarial
projections, the expenditures program
by 1990 will be 3.51 percent of taxable
income. By 2050, the tax income will
still be 2.9 percent but the expenditures
for the hospital insurance program will
be about 8.20 percent of taxable
income. The actuarial deficit for the
program alone over 75 years as of Jan.
1, 1979, turns out to be $2.5 billion.
Robertson related his concerns to the
- senate finance committee following the
publication of his book. Today, he feels
that the financial picture is still “pretty
bleak” because of grotesque political
inaction. Much remains to be put forth
about “The Coming Revolution in
Social Security,” and I will do so in

later columns.
The last part of the book puts forth
an alternative approach to social
insurance with the precaution that any
proposal has to be judged by three
standards — “An individual should
have freedom of choice to the fullest
extent possible consistent with the
interest of the nation as a whole; an
individual should be afforded maximum
opportunity and incentive to develop
and utilize his abilities throughout his
lifetime; government (federal, state, or
local) should provide only those
benefits that an individual cannot
provide for himself. In meeting this
responsibility, the government should
become involved to the least extent
possible, consistent with the interest of
the nation as a whole.”
The financial horror of social security
is an issue that has to be faced. The
costs are rising too fast. Benefits will
not be provided if the system is not
revolutionized. Robertson provides a
straight-talk, in-depth view of the
system, just the kind of insight we
need.
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Blasts at ROTC ‘stupid’
To the Editor:
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines —
it’s a great way to live. Either you
agree or you don’t. If you agree, you
join. If you disagree, you don’t join.
The system seems fair enough. In fact,
the system is so fair that nobody
should have a gripe against the military
anymore. This, unfortunately, is not the
case.
Among us today are those (Courier,
Feb. 24) who yearn to bum draft cards
and ROTC buildings or hold protests.
Their problem is that CD has no ROTC
buildings, nobody is issued a draft card
anymore, and these rebels are too few in
number to hold protests. How, one
might ask, do they vent their
unfounded hatred of the military then?

Why, by spitting and cussing at the
students enrolled in the ROTC
program, of course. Yes, this is going
on right here at CD and what a brilliant
idea it is. By harassing those who join
the service, these individuals hope to
get everyone to think the way they do.
Just think how great it would be if
everyone hated the military and nobody
volunteered. The government would
bring back that ever-popular institution
— the draft. We would all serve a term
with Uncle Sam and those who spit and
cuss at the ROTC students would be
happy. They would have a valid reason
to rebel at last. Who says people are
stupid? Just think of the minds at work
here!
Michael Boduch, Lombard

People make difference
To the Editor:
As a first-year, full-time student here,
I have found that CD offers a wealth of
educational opportunity. I have also
listened to a stream of complaints
against the school, chief among them
being that the college is impersonal.
One reason given is that because so
many thousands shuffle in and out the
doors, the college doesn’t stand a
chance of developing its own personali¬
ty that perhaps a smaller, more
intimate school might boast.
One student lamented that “People
just come and go here. A few
acquaintances are made during a
quarter, but once the class is over, that
group of people is never seen again. No
real friends are ever made here. . .”

What would happen if a person took
the initiative to be friendly? In my
experiences, a “hello” offered is always
well received; a “hello” breaks the ice
for more intimate conversation which
can eventually lead to a friendship. The
old adage, “to have a friend, be one” is
still true, and friendliness is truly not
difficult. The opportunity to make a
life-long friend exists right under our
proverbial noses.
Instead of complaining about the
indifferent climate of CD, my sugges¬
tion is to be one less indifferent person.
A group, a class, a department, a school
— can only be as personal or friendly as
the individuals found in it.
Laura O’Neill, West Chicago

Carter there
when needed
To the Editor:
As editor of the Prairie Light Review from 1981 to 1982, I must defend Allan
Carter and his post as faculty adviser to that publication. In light of recent
developments, I must share with your readers that the quality I appreciated most
in Carter was that he never interfered and was around just enough to oversee.
Heated exchanges occurred between he and myself but never to the detriment of
the publication. Carter’s opinions were not always tactfully delivered nor were
some of my replies less than offensive. But he was always accessible when we
needed him.
The role of a faculty adviser does not warrant “spoon-feeding” a coliege-level
student. Instead, proper reign is given the staff of a publication to “create” an
edition, especially applicable for the first issue, to be critiqued later. This is the
essence of the learning process. A faculty adviser is the one to open doors that
sometimes the student finds only slightly ajar. Allan Carter never let any door
remain closed.
Mary Ryder-Swanson, Lisle

‘Pigs’ churn their stomachs
To the Editor:
We’re as happy as the next person
that CD now has a new cafeteria to
serve the students. The food is good,
the prices are right and the atmosphere
is friendly but one thing about the place
that disturbs us are the people who,
while lunching there, insist upon
talking loudly and with their mouths
stuffed with food.
Haven’t they learned any manners?
DuPage county is supposed to be an

affluent area, but apparently the young
people who have been raised there never
learned any table manners. ,
Our stomachs chum every time we
see these slobs talk with food plainly
visible in their open mouths.
We’d like to suggest that the college
put up signs in the cafeteria stating,
“Don’t be a pig. Swallow your food
before talking.”
Karin Whitney, Elmhurst, and Scott
Bloomquist, Countryside.

Athletes need support
To the Editor:

CD facilities offer much
To the Editor:
Many students are registering for school this month and are probably pondering
how to escape an early-morning class. Others might want to avoid going to school
on Friday. These people should not let a convenient schedule defeat their purpose
for attending college.
College should be a total educational experience. Classes are important and
should be of prime concern. However, students should take time to get acquainted.
Facilities are available on the campus which can be used for this purpose. The
cafeteria is a great place to converse and have a cup of coffee. If one is interested
in keeping physically fit, the sports center can be used by both part-time and
full-time students. A person need not pay $4 to view a movie when one can go to
the SRC and see a film free. A variety of entertainment is offered by the Student
Activities Board. The library provides space to listen to an excellent collection of
music when one needs a study break.
Students should take time to enjoy the facilities this college has to offer. They,
too, will help prepare one for the future.
Cathy Christoff, Roselle

Ever since I decided to attend CD, the first aspect of the school that stood out
was the athletic teams and their performances over the years. Now that I’m
enrolled at the college, I’ve noticed the lack of enthusiasm of the students and the
faculty toward the school’s sports teams. For instance, last year’s swim squad
won the conference title; this year’s football team qualified for the “Like Cola
Bowl” and the basketball team beat arch-rival Triton. Yet the students and faculty
have assumed a laid-back attitude, and have taken our athletes for granted,
choosing to find out how our teams have fared by reading the results in the
newspaper instead of going to the games in person. A good example is the Triton
game. I was there and only half of the stands were filled. One would figure that
with a new sports complex and Triton providing the competition, people would
come out and watch the Chaps.
Never have I seen one poster or sign wishing one of our teams “Good Luck” for
any event. Nor have we had a pep rally to help boost, for example, our football
team’s spirits. The big-name universities do because it gets the players’ adrenilan
going. Look at Notre Dame when it faces USC or Pitt when it plays Penn State.
Nothing can be more depressing than playing before a half-empty stadium.
Someday the students and faculty will have to stop taking our athletic teams for
granted and start supporting them. If not, who will?
Dan Dores, Wheaton

The Student Voirp
What do you think of the
new Sun-Times?
Stephanie McKittrich, Glen¬
dale Heights: “I like the
paper. I’ve noticed it has a lot
more contests. There is more
entertainment in it now. It’s
more interesting. We’ve enter¬
ed their sweepstakes contest
and in order to know if you've
won, you have to buy the
paper.”
Roy Petta, Darien: “I’ve
noticed it has bolder headlines.
It doesn’t make me want to
read. I read newspapers for
content rather than marketing
hype. I read the Tribune. I
haven’t checked the columns
to see if they changed.”
Carrie Sapata, Lombard:
“It is starting to be more like
the Enquirer. I think it’s
interesting,"_

7

Peggy Lorenz, St. Charles:
“It’s OK. I don’t like the little
caption boxes that they have
now. I think it detracts.”

Jeff Dahm
Jeff Dahm, Downers Grove:
"It’s trash. It’s like the
National Enquirer since Ru¬
pert Murdoch took over.”

Brian Priest, Lombard: “I
think it’s about the same as
before. No change. I still like
it.”

Rick Corral
Rick
Corral,
Glendale
Heights: “I don’t like it; it’s
cheap like the National En¬
quirer. I’ve switched to the
Tribune.”

Ron Bielanski, Naperville:
“I think it’s a cheap version of
the Enquirer. It’s now trash.
It’s lost all it’s integrity.”
Jim Pizzo, Itasca: “I think
it’s equally the same as the
Tribune; it may be better
because of it's tabloid arrange¬
ment.”
Glenn Stazak, West Chica¬
go: "It seems like the
headlines are bigger and they
try to get weird subjects for
the front page.”
Debbie Secdra, Bolingbrook:
“We hate it. We're going to
drop it and get the Tribune. It
has little filler stories that
don’t mean much.”
Bill Ressl, LaGrange Park:
“Not much. I don't read it. I’d
rather read the Tribune.”
Tony Rizzo, Glen Ellyn:
“It’s becoming a daily Star.”

O Feature
O
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CD alumnus runs for Congress
_By MARGURITA MEI

Kyle Kenley Kopitke, candidate
for the U.S. Congress in the Republican
primary March 20, believes it is “time
for young people to become involved in
government and help to meet the
challenges that our world faces today.”
Kopitke, 26, was graduated from CD
in 1982 and continued his liberal arts
education at Columbia College in
Missouri. Prior to that, he served in the
U.S. Army for three years as a
behavioral science specialist and spent
18 months as part of the NATO forces
in Europe.
HE COMMENTED ON the value of
the well-rounded education he received
at CD, how it “prepares one for the
multi-faceted society in which we live,”
and noted the quality of the faculty
here. He specifically cited Michael
Sosulski, psychology instructor, Ed
Giermak, coordinator of business,
management and marketing, Lon
Gault, history instructor, and Chuck
Ellenbaum, anthropology and religious
studies instructor.
“They teach not only facts and
figures but how to experience life —
taking the facts and properly balancing
them in life,” said Kopitke.
“I AM RUNNING for Congress,”
said Kopitke “because we need younger
people in government who are open and
have the desire to deal with the issues
of the environment, education and
taxation.”
Kopitke has been involved in
campaign and organizational activities
for the Republican Party since he was
in sixth grade, including the Reagan
campaign in 1980.
For three consecutive summers he
traveled to Turkey and the Middle

East, working on foreign affairs and
anthropological studies. Last summer
he had the opportunity to spend three
weeks in El Salvador.
HE CLAIMS THE experience abroad
is a “valuable asset” in his understand¬
ing and insight into world affairs and
contributes to his qualifications for
congressman.
“I believe in experiencing life, not
just reading about it in Time and
Newsweek,” said Kopitke.
He has lived in a Kurdish mountain
village in Turkey, visited Cyprus and
Israel and talked with the Palestinians
about their concerns.
WHEN

TRAVELING

THROUGH

Guatemala, he witnessed intense fight¬
ing in the streets, resulting from a
coup, and describes this first-hand
observation of violence as “penetrat¬
ing.”
After his three-week stay in El
Salvador, Kopitke concluded that “we
cannot afford to give up.
“The billions of dollars that the
Reagan administration is pouring into
the country need to be monitored
because much of that money goes into
the hands of the wealthy and does not
filter down to the lower classes,” he
said.
HE SUGGESTED THE need to
create land reforms for the peasants
and stressed the danger of leaving the
country to the guerrillas because of its
close proximity to the United States.
The threatening conditions in El
Salvador became clear to Kopitke as he
ate in a McDonalds that had been
blown up four months earlier. The
facility was rebuilt, but it was
surrounded by barbed-wire fencing and

a machine-gun-armed guard stood at
the entrance.
“We live in a dangerous world and
we have to become involved,” said
Kopitke. “A democracy is only as
strong as the people make it.”
KOPITKE SUPPORTS NUCLEAR
arms reduction and stated that a
“credibility problem” exists in United
States’ relations with the Soviet Union
regarding military treaties.
“We have to work toward peace and
have an open dialog — with the Soviet
Union,” he noted.
If elected, Kopitke said he would
“expect to get the college students in
the mainstream of priorities.”
HE STRESSED THE necessity for
increased financial aid in higher
education and proposed the rearranging
of the present tax structure.
“Educatioin is a democracy’s best
friend,” he said, “and if America is to
continue to be a great leader, then we
have to continue to educate our young
people.”
Environmental issues are a major
concern of Kopitke’s. He was the
president of the Citizens Against the
Cyanide Burn in Naperville, which
stopped the burning of harmful cyanide
chips.
“ILLINOIS’ PROBLEMS WITH
toxic waste need to be addressed at the
federal level,” he said.
He suggested more effort be directed
toward reprocessing, recycling and
locating federal toxic waste areas.
“We have to use unpopulated
government land for chemical waste,
not the backyards of our citizens,” he
cautioned.
TO ELIMINATE THE costly and <

Kyle Kopitke
hazardous situation created by the
nuclear industry, he recommends the
increased use of solar power and further
experimentation with “solar resource
packs.
“We face no problems, only challen¬
ges,” said Kopitke, “and the only
limitations we have in meeting those
challenges are the limitations in our
own minds.”
Kopitke noted that the news media
and political experts have cited five
reasons why the Republican primary on
March 20 will be “one of the closest
races in the nation.”
• The incumbent John Erlenborn is
not running.
• Nine candidates are vying for the
office.,
• Three counties are involved, Du¬
Page, Cook and Will.
• Each of the counties has its own
Republican machine, which is splintered
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Buy a book you don’t need?

BRING IT BACK!
And get your money back
We’ll give you a FULL REFUND for each book accom¬
panied by a cash register receipt during the first two
weeks of the quarter (first week in summer), whether your
class was cancelled, the instructor changed texts or you
dropped the course.
New books being returned must be free of markings.
Publishing houses will not accept books if your name is
.in them or if pen or pencil marks are visible.
After the two-week limit, we’ll buy back your new and used
books, but we can’t give you the full price. A wholesale
representative predetermines the market value.
The major Bookstore buy back is always the last six days
of every quarter. Books that are in good condition and
to be used next quarter will be repurchased at one-half
of the current retail price.
The Bookstore is here to serve you. We know how
expensive books are, and that’s why we want you to know
about our refund and buy back policies.
Monday — Thursday, 8:30 — 7

BUYBACK TIME:

Friday, 8&0 — 3:30

Saturday, 9—12

C/D College of DuPage
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'Against All Odds' engrossing
_'___
During a showing of “Against All
Odds” last Saturday in Lombard, I
thought this movie’s basic plot would
have made a fine subject for a 1940s
dramatic release, something like the old
black and white films that are shown
regularly on channels 7 and 9 at about
1:30 in the morning.
The final credits showed the screen¬
play for “Against All Odds” was based
on an earlier work, “Out of the Past.”
One of my filmography books indicate
that film was released in 1947 and
featured two of the best-recognized
faces in motion picture — Kirk Douglas
and Robert Mitchum. The scant
synopsis confirmed the essential simila¬
rities between the two flicks.
ALTHOUGH
I’VE NEVER seen
“Out of the Past,” I’m quite sure it
doesn’t contain any of the vulgar
language or occasional bloody scenes
that “Against All Odds” has. But I’m
willing to bet both films together share
intense, comprehensive acting and a
compelling story to tell.
Judged alone, “Against All Odds” is
an engrossing piece of filmmaking that
has the audiences’ eyes glued to the

By SCOTT TOMKOWIAK

screen for more than two hours. High
marks should be given to the superb
jobs turned in by the three lead
performers. Jeff Bridges and James
Woods are especially gripping in their
roles, involved with a loved triangle
with the captivating and intriguing
character of Rachel Ward.
Woods is particularly rivetting. If
one screen artist today richly personi¬
fies a modern-day bad guy, it is Woods.
Just concentrate on the man’s facial
features.
WOODS WEARS A short, punk-like
haircut that seems too tight for his
scalp. His steely eyes and lantern jaw
give him a menacing and almost
psychotic look. These qualities together
make him appear ready to pop his cork
at any given moment.
The story first focuses on Terry
Brogan (Bridges) who plays on a
USFL-type football team in Los
Angeles. He is cut from the squad
during a pre-season practice session and
finds himself at his former agent’s
office practically begging for money.
After being refused, Brogan lands on
the doorstep of Jake Wise (Woods), a

local bookie who is into more than just
placing bets on football games and
horses.
HE OFFERS TO help the ex-gridiron
performer. What Wise wants him to do
is play private eye and locate the
gambler’s former live-in girlfriend
Jessie Wyler (Ward), the daughter of
the team owner who fired Brogan.
The proposition is hard to pass up;
$10,000 up front for personal expenses
and an additional $50,000 for bringing
the woman back. Against his better
judgment, Brogan heads south of the
border to Mexico, pursuing the invisible
Wyler.
He catches up with the zesty woman
who lives on the oceanfront. But
instead of turning her in, Brogan
promptly falls in love. He doesn’t want
to see Jake Wise getting his hands on
the girl, who took him for about forty
grand.
SUSPECTING ONE OF Wise’s
thugs to be close by after their twoweek affair, Wyler and Brogan travel to
the ruins of the ancient Mayan culture
where they are indeed discovered by one
of Wise’s henchmen, who winds up

Courier trivia quiz

Kopitke. . .
Continued from page 8
among the nine candidates.
• None of the candidates has
cross-district name recognition.
KOPITKE IS SEEKING volunteers
from the college who are interested in
gaining experience within the political
system, doing “door to door” precinctlevel campaign work. A commitment of
five hours is requested, three hours on
March 17 and two on March 19. His
phone number is 355-2514.

being Brogan’s former trainer and
coach Hank Sully (Alex Karras).
This movie’s overall story offers
much, much more than what has been
described above. For example, Jane
Greer plays the football club owner and
she is involved with building houses in
a picturesque Southern California
canyon area. Richard Widmark por¬
trays an influential powerbroker who
acts as a go-between for Greer and the
environmentalists.
All these characters, plus a few
others, are tied together and it seems
everybody owns a piece of someone
else’s backside here. Furthermore,
events leading up to the film’s big
payoff transpire with almost lightning
speed, so much so that the climax is
dangerously confounding.
In order to understand this picture’s
final 20 minutes, one has to unravel
each character’s coexistence with the
other, which makes for quite interesting
discussion at the film’s conclusion.
Once that dilemma is out of the way,
the viewer can consider “Against All
Odds” to be sound in content and
characterization.

Kopitke has set a short-term goal —
“To be a successful statesman for the
citizens of the 13th congressional
district in the U.S. Congress.”

• 1.

As for role models, he admires
qualities in Lincoln, Washington,
Kennedy and especially Jesus Christ
who taught that “greatness is not
achieved in awards but in the amount
of hearts touched in a positive way.”

4.
5.

2.
3.

6.
7.
8.

By CHUCK STEVENS
What was the first song to be number one in both England and
America at the same time?
Phil and Don are the names of what famous rock duo?
I:a what year did the TV show “American Bandstand” move from
Philadelphia to Los Angeles?
What was the professor’s full name on “Gilligan’s Island”?
Jenny Garp was a nurse at what school in the movie “The World
According to Garp”?
What was the full name of the diner in the movie “Diner”?
What sports did the Chicago Fire and the Chicago Cougars play?
Where were the first Winter Olympics held?
Answers on page 10
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SPRING BREAK '84
- Ft. Lauderdale «
on the beach
FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
LIVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTESTS • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS
FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS • THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST • COPPERTONE
LIMBO CONTEST AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... THE WETTEST,
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pmto8pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
College of DuPage, March 16-25
FREE ADMISSION FOR ABOVE COLLEGE STUOENTS ON THIS DATE
BETWEEN 7 O’CLOCK AND 8 O’CLOCK WITH PROPER COLLEGE LD.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER - 50C
COMPETE IN THE BEER CHUGGING CONTEST FOR TROPHIES, Pf

TS

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents...
FT. LAUDERDALE’S FINEST ROCK ’N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLL
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING THE BEST T
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.

UR
E

--CUP AND SAVE-CUP AND SAVE

College of DuPage, March 16— 5

NIGHTLY EVENTS

MONDAY:
Dance Contest
Prizes and giveaways

SATURDAY:
Come and Party till 3 AM!

TUESDAY and FRIDAY:
“Best Buns on the Beach" Contest
HarMdad by Playboy Magoilne

THURSDAY:
Look for National Concert Acts

$175.00 Cash Prizes
WEDNESDAY:
Special Events Night
Chacfc Waakty Calendar

SUNDAY:
Video Music Night
Dane* to our wide acraan vldao and apacial
ahow batwaan band aata.

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY
(UflMt one par customer!
SUMMERS on the beach • 219 S Atlantic Blvd. R Lauderdale. Ronda 33316 • (305) 462-8978
(Located one-half block North of Las Olas Blvd. on A1A)
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CD gallery features suspended art
By JULIE BRIDGE

cD’s GaUery in Building M is featuring the “Suspended Structures” of Gabriele
M. Pietsch through March 15.
th ^ apTe^kTti-XStpCf°f aCryliC r0d9’ glue “d a Wide variefcy of fabrics
that appear kite-like. Pletsch is a native of Munich, Germany, and a former
artist-m-residence at Northern Illinois University.
7
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The works are interesting to watch because they react with the air currents in
the room and swirl about gently, creating an atmosphere reminiscent of a peaceful
spring day. After a short time in the GaUery, the movements of the structures as
they react with one another appear to be part of the workings of a Swiss watch.
The overaU effect of the exhibit is serene.
Most of the works utilize muted, pastel colors and soft fabrics. However, a few of
the pieces are intensely bright and constructed of roughly textured fabrics. These
offer a weU-needed visual contrast in a show that could have become boring.
This exhibit does not jump out and catch the eye but is best appreciated after
one wanders amid the structures for several minutes. EventuaUy the sultry
movements of the works create a dreamy world in which one can escape the cold
weather outside.

Tests. . .
Answers to trivia quiz

Continued from page 4
personal attributes in making a career
decision.
FinaUy, students should keep in mind
that while counselors can aid them in
assessing these measurements and can
offer suggestions as to how they apply
to career selection, in the final analysis,
only the student himself can make the
ultimate decision.

Susan Rhee is a main campus coun¬
selor.

“Can’t Buy Me Love” — the
Beatles, 1964
The Everly Brothers

1964
Professor Roy Hinkley
The Everitt Sterling Academy
Falls Point Diner
The Chicago Fire — pro football;
the Cougars — pro hockey

“SUSPENDED STRUCTURES” OF Gabriele Pietsch are on exhibit in CD's
Gallery through March 15. Works are made up of acrylic rods, glue and
a variety of fabrics that appear kite-like. Photo by Mark Spurgeon

Chamonix, France, 1924

r
VOTING IS A SACRED PRIVILEGE
Kyle Kenley Kopitke for Congress
is
iS

iS

He donated a kidney to his brother;
Two year Christian Missionary in London, England,
Led his community two years in a row in door to door collections
for Muscular Dystrophy,
Volunteer Counselor for Alcoholics Anonymous,
Only candidate to visit El Salvador,
Has spent more time in the Middle East then all 8 of his
opponents combined.

Naperville’s Very Own ■

Kyle Kenley Kopitke
A Statesman-not just another Politician
PUNCH 46

REPUBLICAN

Alumnist of CD

Sports photo essay
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NJCCA wrestling

Triton wins laurels, CD plaudits
Triton College won laurels as the
championship team and College of
DuPage earned plaudits as a champion
host at the 1984 NJCAA National
Wrestling Championships held March 1
to 3 in the Physical Education and
Community Recreation Center.
The Trojans, paced by Maurice Har¬
rison, Reggie Wilson, Derrick Waldrop
and Tom Erikson — national champ¬
ions at 150, 177, 190-pounds and hwt.,
rolled to their second straight national
title, amassing 145 V* team points, a
new NJCAA record. Far behind in
second was North Idaho College with
96 while Delhi A&T (N.Y.) College
placed third with 58.
IN ADDITION TO four individual
crowns, the Trojans enjoyed strong
second-place finishes by freshmen Mike
Gilsdorf in the 134-pound division and
Lenal Brinson at 126. Triton’s John
Bonello chipped in with a strong fourth
at 158.

Wilson, who captured last year’s
167-pound crown, became the 25th
wrestler in the 25-year history of the
NJCAA meet to claim successive
championships. He was also named the
recipient of the Ernest B. Gould
Outstanding Wrestler Award for the
second straight year, a feat never before
accomplished.
Pre-tourney favorite Bismark College
(N.D.) settled for fourth place and 51
points, while last year's runnerup,
Phoenix College totalled 47%. Round¬
ing out the top 10 were Northwest
Wyoming College (46‘/2,) Iowa Central
College (43Vi), Lincoln (Ill.) College
(343/4), Waldorf (la.) College (31) and
Colorado Northwestern College (29Vi).
OTHER ILLINOIS SQUADS who
placed at the meet included Granite
City College of Belleville, 33d with 7
points; Waubonsee College of Sugar
Grove, 40th with 3Vi; Harper College of
Palatine and Joliet College tied for 43rd.

MR
AL KALTOFEN, CD wrestling coach

BELOW: Some 260 wrestlers from 61 schools came to CD March 1
through 3 to compete in the national championships. CD will host the tour¬
nament again in 1985 and 1986. ABOVE: Triton’s Mike Gilsdorf works for
a fall against Muskegon's Eric Butler. Gilsdorf, a graduate of Fenton High
School, won the second round match 18-5, and finished 2nd in the 134pound weight class. RIGHT: Triton’s Reggie Wilson won his second
national championship by defeating Joey Rigous, Bucks College, 23-10.
Wilson was also awarded the Outstanding Wrestler Award for the second
straight year. Courier photos by Brian O’Mahoney.

Coach A1 Kaltofen's matmen drew a
goose egg, with all five Chaparral
qualifiers dropping their opening round
matches.
At 158-pounds, Daryl Youngs (Down¬
ers Grove) dropped at 18-2 decision to
North Idaho’s Steve Kluver. At
167-pounds, John Miller (Wheaton) was
pinned by North Idaho’s Tom Phelan at
3:47.
Dodge City College’s Robert Broilds
defeated Wheaton’s Steve Aiello 7-4 in
the 177-first round competition and
Anoka-Ramsey College’s (Minn.) Roger
Rahm pinned Lombard’s Kevin Carbon
39-4 at the 4:45 mark. In heavyweight
competition, Andre Gordon (Wheaton
Central) fell 24-7 to Cuyahoga (Ohio)
College's Tim Britton.
“I’m still very proud of all of
our wrestlers and I believe competing in
this tournament will be an experience
that they will long remember,” said
Kaltofen.

CD hosts national ice tourney
_

By MIKE CONSIDINE

The field at the NJCAA hockey
tournament this weekend will be
the best ever, according to Herb
Salberg, the coach of CD’s 1980
national championship team.
CD will host the tournament
Saturday and Sunday at Carol Stream
Ice Arena. Hibbing (Minn.) Community
College, the University of Minnesota at
Crookston, defending champion Canton
(N.Y.) Agricultural and Technical
College and the host team will
participate.
THE 10-10-4 CHAPARRALS hope
to better the fourth-place showing by
last year’s team.
“Some really great teams will be
coming in and we hope our freshmen
can keep up with them,” said Salberg,
CD athletic director and president of
the National Junior College Hockey
Coaches Association.
“I think they will. We have the best
passing team we’ve had at DuPage.
They’re hungry and they work hard.
They’re capable of beating any of the
teams on a given night.
CANTON IS FAVORED to defend
the title. Hibbing and Crookston
should issue strong challenges. The
Chaparrals are the darkhorse.
This is the first national hockey
tournament to be held at DuPage. Lake
Placid, N.Y. was the tournament site

each of the last two years. Previous
hosts were Virginia, Minn, and Canton,
N.Y.
“We asked to take the tournament
because we’re centrally located,” said
Salberg. “Travel costs are very
expensive. With the tournament in the
Chicago area, teams from Minnesota
can drive down and New York teams
can fly in.”
SALBERG EXPECTS TO save
$5,000 in travel expenses by hosting the
meet.
Costs involved in staging the
NJCAA finals include ice rental,
salaries of on- and off-ice officials,
awards and printing costs. These are
offset by sales of tickets and programs.
“We hope to break even, at least,”
Salberg commented.
THE UIC PAVILLION at the
University of Illinois-Chicago was
originally intended to be the site of the
1984 national championships. The
facility, however, has taken up its ice
for the season.
Carol Stream Ice Arena was a natural
alternative because of its proximity to
campus.
“The main thing we wanted was to
get the teams into motels that were
close to campus and to hold the
functions (banquets, meetings,) on
campus,” said Salberg. “We can do
more for the teams than we could if the

Chaps in Region IV meet
The College of DuPage’s men’s
basketball team struggled past host
Moraine Valley College 50-47 in three
overtimes March 1 to earn a berth in
the Region IV tournament.
The Chaparral’s victory in the
Section IV title game improved the
team’s record to 24-7 and extended its
winning streak to 11 games.
COACH DON KLAAS’ squad will
put the streak on the line at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday at Triton College. The winner
of Friday’s Kishwaukee-Malcolm X
contest will provide the opposition for
the second-seeded Chaparrals.
In the other bracket, top-seeded
Kankakee College will play the winner
of Friday’s Harper CoUege-Sandburg
College clash at 6:30 p.m. Saturday.
The Saturday survivors then meet for
the region title Sunday, at 6:30 p.m.
WDCB, 90.9 FM, College of DuPage’s
radio station, will carry that Sunday
contest beginning at 6:15 p.m. should
the Chaparrals advance.
The Chaps nearly didn’t advance
past Moraine Valley, which came up
empty on final-second shots in both
regulation play and the second overtime
that would have knocked the Du Pagers
out of the state tourney.
INSTEAD, THE MARAUDERS
bowed out at 21-10 when the Chaparrals
struck for five unanswered points in the
third overtime and then held on for the
three-point win. Starring for the Chaps
were guards
Jeff Carter (Milwaukee
Hamilton) and Zeke Sledd (Chicago
Harvard).
Carter’s rainbow 15-footer at the 4:05
mark of the third overtime put the
Du Pagers ahead 47-45, their first lead
since their 19-18 halftime edge.
Following a missed one-and-one free
throw by Moraine’s Woodrow Eiland at
the 2:49 mark, the Chaps froze the
ball until Sledd was fouled with just 46
seconds left. Sledd then connected on

the first free throw in the one-and-one,
but missed the second.
Leading 48-45, the Chaps forced a
wild shot by the Marauder’s Jeff
Thompson and Sledd was again fouled
in an ensuing pileup under Moraine’s
basket. The 5-9 point guard then made
good on both free throws with 24
seconda remaining, moving the DuPagers ahead 50-45. Eiland tipped in a
missed foul shot with 10 seconds for the
final margin.
“We were fortunate to get by,
because Moraine controlled the tempo
throughout the game. We needed to
jump ahead early to force them out of
their patient, slow-down game and we
didn’t. What saved us was outstanding
defense and out players never quit¬
ting,” said Klaas.
Moraine struck for eight straight
points at the onset of the second half to
forge a 28-21 edge.
“I thought that we were in a real
crucial situation at that point,” said
Klaas. “Moraine was playing very well
and our players, frankly, were very
tired, their legs were tired. We had
played three tough games in four days
with a lot of travel, and it was
beginning to show. Again, it was our
defense that saved us.”
The Chaps’ defense forced eight
second-half turnovers and allowed
Klaas’ crew to tie the score at 43 when
6-3 freshman forward Wilber Roundtree
(20 points, nine rebounds) hit both ends
of a one-and-one with 1:44 left in
regulation.
Then the battle of nerves began.
Marauders’ Coach Bill Finn opted to
play for one shot. With four seconds
left, Eiland fired a turnaround jumper
that caromed off the rim to Sledd. The
5-9 sophomore launched a 35-footer
with one second to play and hit the
front of the rim.
In the first overtime, Moraine held
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JEFF SCHETTECK LINES up for face off against Junior Blackhawks in
fight-marred contest that saw two teams battle to tie March 2. Behind
Schetteck is Andy McMannig. Photo by Mark Spurgeon
nationals were in Chicago.”
ANOTHER ADVANTAGE IS that
the 800-seat Carol Stream arena is
smaller and easier to fill than the
10,000-seat Pavillion. Eight-hundred
people can make far more noise in a
confined space than they can in a
cavernous building.
The Chaparrals will play Hibbing 5
p.m. Saturday in the opening game.
Minnesota-Crookston and Canton will

meet in the second game at 8 p.m. The
losers will play for the consolation title
at 12:15 p.m. Sunday. The champion¬
ship game follows at 3:15 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for a two-day pass and
$3 for a one-day pass. They are
available through the CD athletic office
and at the door.
Carol Stream Ice Arena is located at
540 E. Gunderson Drive in Carol
Stream.

Scholarship schools
stall Chaps’ progress
By MIKE CONSIDINE

Chaparral men’s track coach Ron
Ottoson left the NJCAA indoor meet
with mixed emotions. Though it was an
interesting meet for spectators, Ottoson
fears that his team could become little
more than spectators themselves in the
future.
Ottoson’s men scored four points to
place 25th in a 62-team field March 2
through 3 in Fayetteville, Ark. Odessa
(Tex.) College won its fourth consecu¬
tive title with 89 points.
Second-place Ranger (Tex.) Junior
College and third-place Santa Fe (N.M.)
Community College are the type of
schools that are causing the CD coach
grief. Unlike Odessa, they don’t
normally enter the indoor nationals.
Like Odessa, they are scholarship
schools.
THE MEET’S SOUTHERN expo¬
sure brought many scholarship schools
that don’t usually enter out of the
woodwork. That is what disturbs
Ottoson.
“The NJCAA had better move the
meet,” warned Ottoson. “Otherwise it
is going to be impossible for a
non-scholarship school to qualify.”
The winning times, many of which
rivaled the top performances in the Big
10 indoor meet, will raise next year’s
qualifying standards.
“IT WAS PROBABLY the greatest

the ball until Thompson struck with a
20-footer, putting the Marauders ahead
45-43 with 2:47 left. Roundtree’s two
free throws with 2:02 remaining
knotted the contest once again. After

track meet I’ve ever been to, with the
exception of the Olympic games,”
Ottoson said.
The highest DuPage finisher was
freshman Glen Moore who took fifth
place in the 55-meter dash. Moore’s
time was 6.34. The winner was former
Illinois Class AA champion Kelly Reed
of Hutchinson (Kan.) Junior College in
6.26.
Greg Hughes placed sixth in the
600-meter dash in 1:11.3. It was a
personal record for the sophomore who
earned all-America status last year.
Hughes was honorable mention for
all-America this year.
LEADOFF RUNNER JAMES Sha¬
vers dropped the baton in the finals of
the two-mile relay, so he and
teammates A1 Ray, Mike Kearley and
Ed Harkins had to settle for sixth
place.
"Hughes and Moore really competed
well. Our kids ran their personal bests,
they just didn’t have enough,” Ottoson
said of his state and region champion¬
ship team. “Any time you go to
nationals with as many freshmen as we
have, you expect them to fall down a
little bit or get tight. But they did very
well.
“They did learn that junior college
athletics are a lot more intense than
they’d expected, though.”

Moraine turned the ball over, the Chaps
stalled for one shot. Sophomore Ray
Nutter’s shot with three seconds left
bounced off the rim. Roundtree’s tip-in
came after the buzzer.
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Help the Irish celebrate!

by ANN ROPER

March 17 is a day for the Irish, but people all over the U.S. look forward to the
St. Patrick’s Day celebration. Only Ireland itself equals America’senthusiasm for
this fun-filled holiday.
The traditional “Me” color shows up everywhere. The populace wears green
clothing and green carnations. Even green hair can be seen.
Green and white buttons bearing Irish slogans are sported proudly. “Kiss me,
I’m Irish” becomes the day’s slogan.
Shamrocks suddenly appear on glasses, t-shirts, walls and cars.
Com beef and cabbage is added to restaurant menus and even those who “never
touch the stuff” feel obligated to eat as the Irish do. Green beer on tap is a must
for all good bars and, sick as it looks, the colored booze is consumed in mass
quantities.
This year, St. Pat’s Day has an added bonus. March 17 is a Saturday and
alcohol-selling establishments are busily preparing for the expected
all-day-and-night crowds. The truly Irish bars and restaurants realize they are
major targets for parched throats and are stocking up for the gala event.
A list of local and city taverns bearing Irish names and a summary of what’s
happening there on the big day follows. Pick a place, put on your partying shoes
and get ready to celebrate the Irish way.

West Suburbs
Bennigan's
Bennigan’s, always a favorite hot
spot among CD students, has big plans
for St. Pattys Day. And they invite
everyone to join in the fun.
A week in advance, shamrocks will be
hidden throughout the restaurant/tavem. The lucky finders of these clovers
will win mugs and t-shirts. In addition,
they will be entered in a drawing that
will take place on the 17th. The winner
of this lottery is going to be the proud
owner of a Krugerrand, a South African
one-ounce gold coin.
This tavern offers even more.
Bagpipers will brave the crowds,
providing the true Irish atmosphere.
Drinks will be two-for-one all day and
don’t worry if, when it’s time to leave,
you can’t drive a straight line; free cab
rides will be available, courtesy of the
people who got you drunk. Last but
most important, green beer and com
beef and cabbage will make a one day
appearance on the menu.
Bennigan’s, located at 17w460 22nd
St., Oakbrook Terrace, will open at 10
a.m. in honor of the holiday and close at
the usual 2 a.m.

Brennan's
With their total Irish atmosphere,
Brennan’s Pub may be the only place
that celebrates St. Patrick’s Day all
year 'round. So naturally, they are
psyched into doing it up extra-special fo
the legal holiday.
The Brennan’s party is going to last
all weekend. Friday through Sunday all
beer on tap, including Lowenbrau, will
be green. Miller, Old Style and Lite

drinkers can take advantage of the $3
pitchers, and for those who prefer a
higher quality beer, Irish-brewed Harp
will be featured among the bottled
imports.
Other deals which will prove hard to
pass up include the weekend’s 50 cent
shots of O’Darby’s Irish Cream Liquer
and Saturday’s free corn beef and
cabbage. If you can hold out against
these two temptations, you probably
don’t believe in leprechauns either.
Brennan's, 335 E. Kenilworth Ave.,
Villa Park, is a pub in the true sense of
the word. With no regrets, the Irish and
non-Irish alike will be drawn here on to
help Ireland honor their hero.

Murphy's
Rated the favorite CD student bar in
a poll taken last year, Carlos Murphy’s
plans on attracting even more partiers
on St. Pat’s Day.
Usually more Mexican than Irish,
Murph’s is switching identities on
March 17. The Irish-theme decor is
already up and everything is ready for
the festive occasion.
The celebration begins at 9 a.m. and
a cup of Irish coffee or shot of Irish
Whiskey will open tired eyes. Guiness
Stout and Harp Lager will soothe bored
taste buds. For those who enjoy a good
buzz but have limited funds, Irish mist
shooter specials will occur every hour.
And, of course, nobody should turn
down the green beer.
Com beef and cabbage, of course, can
be had for lunch or dinner but arrive
early and expect a wait. Don’t forget
the kids because Murphy’s invited a
special guest they won’t want to miss.

continued on page two

Brennan’s Pub in Villa Park plans to live it up on St. Patrick's Day.

Talent search conducted
Director Stanley Kubrick, whose films include, 2001: A Space Odyssey, A
Clockwork Orange and The Shining, is conducting a nation-wide talent search for
new faces to play the parts of young Marines in his new film Full Metal Jacket,
based on the novel “The Short-Timers” by Gustav Hasford who served as a
Marine in Vietnam from 1967 to 1968.
Filming will begin in the Autumn of 1984.
The story follows 18 year-old marine recruit, Private Joker, from his
camage-and-machismo initiation rites at the Marine Corp Parris Island training
camp, where his drill instructor brags about the marksmanship of ex-marines Lee
Harvey Oswald and Charles Whitman, to his climactic involvement in the heavy
fighting in Vietnam during the 1968 Tet offensive.
Anyone interested in doing an audition video tape for a part in this film should
follow the instructions below.

HOW TO DO AN AUDITION VIDEO TAPE
Use a Vi inch VHS or Sony BETAMAX home video recorder and camera
set-up.
2.

If the VHS recorder runs at two speeds use the faster of the two speeds.

3.

Wear a t-shirt and pants.

4.

Start the video recording with about a 3 minute acting scene. Do any scene
you think appropriate and with which you feel comfortable.

5.

Next, do about a minute or so telling something about yourself and your
interests.

6.

Next, hold up a piece of paper on which you have clearly printed your name,
address, phone number, age, and date of birth. While you are doing this say
the same information out loud.

7.

Last of all, do a close-up and a full length shot of yourself on the video, from a
front view and a left and right profile.

8.

Stick a label onto the cassette with your name, address, telephone number
and age clearly printed on it. Unfortunately, video tapes cannot be returned.

9.

Air Mail the cassette in a padded bag to Stanley Kubrick, Warner Bros., 135
Wardour Street, London, WIV 4AP, England.
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A leprechaun, toting balloons for the
little people, will make an appearance at
6 p.m.
Carlos Murphy’s, located at 3015
Scheldrup, closes at the usual 2 a.m.,
giving the long distance drinker a 17
hour track.

Flaherty's
A lot of drinking will be going on in
Flaherty’s Beef and Brew on March 17.
A big party is planned and everyone is
invited.
In this Irish tavern, not only will the
beer be green, but all the mixed drinks
too. Specials will be announced as the
whim hits and everyone knows that
Pat’s Day effects Irish minds strangely.
All the lady guests will receive a
green carnation and all-you-can-eat corn
beef and cabbage, at $3.95 a plate, will
fill the empty stomachs of whole
families.
Flaherty’s, located at 418 S. Main St.
in Lombard, will also sell hats and
t-shirts to anyone who wants to
remember where they were and what
they were doing on 1984’s St. Patrick’s
Day. So go ahead and drink yourself
into oblivion.

Houlihan's
Houlihan’s may be “one of the
busiest bars in the area, according to
manager Chuck Patten but if his
enthusiasm reflects on this establish¬
ment St. Patty’s Day, it could turn off
a lot of fun-lovers. Probably though,
the friendly service and holiday
promotions will save the day.
In addition to the standard corn beef
and cabbage entree, Guineas Stout will
be on tap and drink specials will be run
every hour all day. Houlihans plans to
set up more bars, ensuring better
service for the expected crowds.
Guests can also help decide the
winner of the employee costume
contest. This could be a quite a chore if
they all turn up dressed as leprechauns.
Houlihan’s is located at 56 Oak
Brook Center Mall in Oak Brook.

Rosie's
Rosie O’Grady’s will probably prove
to be the most disappointing Patrick’s
Day pub.
The most this place seems to offer on
this festive occasion is a “free” mug
when you pay the $2 cover charge.
Rosie’s may also have live entertain¬
ment, although there’s really not
enough room for entertainers as well as
drinkers.
However, they will have green beer
and a couple of drink specials so if
that’s all you’re looking for, take a ride
to 1731 Ogden Ave. in Downers Grove.

is

Down the alley and across the street,
to an Irish bar you go. Or do you?
Finley’s may be Irish in name but
they seem to have lost their homeland
patriotism. Although this tavern will be
playing the music of Ireland on March
17, they don’t seem to think St.
Patrick’s Day is worth any special
plans. They will stay open until 5 a.m.
Sunday but on Saturday the doors
won’t be unlocked until 1 p.m., allowing
a mere 16 hours of partying. What
really makes Finley’s undesirable is
their apparent scorn toward green beer.
All the beer will be shockingly normal.
Finley’s is located at 17 W. Elm in
Chicago.

Muidoon's
Muldoon’s, across the street from
Finney’s, might be the place to begin
and end the St. Patrick’s Day fiesta.
Start Friday night by partying until
4 a.m. Saturday. Then, after a leisi rely,
coffee-filled breakfast, return for the 7
a.m. opening and down a few before
hitting the parade route. Reappear
anytime, this Irish-named bar will stay
open for quite a while.
Along with the rest of the city,
Muldoon’s may end up raising drink
prices on March 17 instead of
discounting. Already a $2 cover charge
is planned to begin at 11 a.m. However,
this tavern does offer more than others.
In addition to servicing drinkers for 22
straight hours from 7 a.m. Saturday
until 5 a.m. Sunday, Muldoon’s will
raise a heated tent over their beer
garden, complete with booze and brats.
And if guests hear a wee bit of Irish
music, it could be a Chicago-based Irish
band.
Muldoon’s, 22 W. Elm St., Chicago,
will definitely have green beer and just
may be everyone’s choice of downtown
Patty’s Day bars.

Ski at half-day rates
The continuously increasing cost of tuition, room and board at the universities
and colleges across the country often leave college students with little for
discretionary spending, especially for recreational activities such as skiing.
Indianhead Mountain Resort, located near Wakefield in Michigan’s Western
Upper Peninsula, has announced a program where students of any post-secondary
learning institution may ski all day for the half-day rate, during the majority of the
ski season.
“Anyone who’s ever worked their way through school or taken out student loans
to pay for their college expenses has learned how to stretch their discretionary
dollars,” said Indianhead’s Marketing Vice President Tom Britz. “This program
enables them to take advantage of the best skiing available in the Midwest while
saving a substantial amount of money over regular daily rates,” he continued.
A current college I.D. is required to obtain the rates and an additional picture
I.D. may be asked for. The offer is good for students attending universities,
colleges, 2-year community colleges, and vocational or technical institutions.
Effective dates for the rest of this season are from March 12 to April 15.
Prevailing half-day rates for college students over 18 range from $9 to $12, while
all-day rates range from $13 to $17, depending on the day and the season.
“Not everyone who has graduated high school has taken the initiative to
continue their education,” added Britz. “We feel that these people deserve credit
for that and we’re just offering college credit in a different way.”
Indianhead is entering its 25th season this year and this college student program
is one of several new programs announced this year in conjunction with the Silver
Anniversary celebration.

McGuire's
Pop into Butch McGuire’s on March
17 and you’ll be walking into a big
bash.
This pub expects a mob scene on
Pat’s Day and they will probably get it.
With the help of their friendly service
and the two good-sized bars, McGuire’s
should be able to handle quite a few
drinkers.
Green beer and corn beef and
cabbage will be major ingredients in the
celebration but don’t expect the
suburban drink specials in this
downtown business.
Butch McGuire’s, 20 W. Division will
open at 9 a.m. Saturday and close 20
hours later at 5 a.m.
cm
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Olympics rate poorly
by MARK RENZI

its advertisers three points higher
ratings when it charged $250,000 for
The Winter Olympics are history, but
each 30-second commercial. The net¬
the aftermath of poor TV ratings still
work is considering making it up to the
rocks the ABC television network.
sponsors by giving them free or
ABC’s coverage from Sarajevo,
cut-rate
advertising on ABC’s Wide
Yugoslavia lead the ratings six out of
World of Sports.
13 nights of prime-time events. Its
The effect of this ratings disappoint¬
average ratings of 18.1 (percentage of
ment
is unlikely to be felt until the 1988
households viewing a show) and a 28
Winter
Olympics in Calgary, Canada.
share (percentage of sets in use tuned
to a show) represented a 23 percent - The network has already sold-out its
coverage of the summer games in Los
drop over the 1980 Lake Placid games.
Angeles, but has also committed $307
No one knows why. The failure of the
million for the rights to cover the
U.S. Hockey team did not help, neither
Canadian Olympic games. (ABC paid
did the lack of an American superstar
an estimated $94 million for this year’s
figure (like Eric Heiden in 1980.)
coverage.)
Another problem was the eight to 10
Will anyone buy commercials for the
hour delayed coverage from Europe.
Calgary coverage? Will any viewers
Those who really wanted to know what
watch the games? Will ABC make any
happened during the day could tune
money on the whole deal? Network
into a car radio several hours before the
executives are discussing these issues
TV program began each night.
right now.
Whatever the cause, ABC guaranteed
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2010

by MICHAEL MCCARTHY
Sometime around 1964 Stanley
Kubrick asked Arthur C. Clarke if he
had any ideas for the “proverbial good
science-fiction movie.’’ What the film
director wanted was a story that would
stretch the limits of the form, a story
that would be at once visually
stunning, scientifically accurate, and
imaginatively thought provoking.
Clarke’s answer, 2001: A Space
Odyssey, was all of that. For its time, it
was definitelay the best science-fiction
movie and for quite a few die-hard
fans, it still is.
From its opening sequences, the film
was full of brilliant, magical images
— who can forget the cave man’s
jawbone tool in a montage with the
tool of modern man, the sleek and
sophisticated spaceship Discovery. The
movie depicted life in space as
accurately as the best scientific minds
of the day could extrapolate. But most
importantly of all, and the element that
still sets 2001 off, was its intelligent
questioning of the meaning of existence
itself. It was far more concerned with
the wonders of that greatest of all tools,
the human mind, than Star Wars and
its host of imitations. It was a magical
experience.
The novel was even better.
A decade and a half later, Arthur C.
Clarke has tried to pull another rabbit
out of his hat, this time giving us 2010:
Odyssey Two. I almost wish I had
waited for the movie.
Let me explain. Clarke is a scientist
— he invented communications satel¬
lites — but he is also a bit of a
philosopher. 2001 was a fine balancing
act between these two extremes, never
getting bogged down in scientific
details and never letting the philosophy
get too out of hand.
2010 stumbles. On both counts.
The plot is unnecessarily convoluted.
As the story opens, the Discovery is
still floating where Dave Bowman left it
nine years earlier when he went on his
journey into the monolith with those
tantalizing words, “The thing's hollow
— it goes on forever — and — oh my
God! — it’s full of stars!” The space
agency is feverishly trying to complete
a twin of the Discovery so that they can
investigate the mystery. The problem is
that the Discovery’s orbit is decaying
rapidly and it will fall into the sulfury

volcano of Io long before they can reach
it. As a last ditch measure, the
Americans are forced to team up with
the Russians, who already have a ship
made. Dr. Heywood Floyd and Dr.
Chandra, both from 2001, are chosen to
represent the Americans in the salvage
operations.
The problem is that Drs. Chandra
and Floyd give us far more than we
could ever want to know about the
intricacies of computer design and
orbital mechanics. It is fascinating
science, to those who can follow it, but
it is not fascinating science-fiction for
those who can’t.
Midway through 2010 David Bow¬
man comes back from the other side of
the monolith. Suffice it to say that the
realities of his trip are far more
mundane than the enigmatic glimpses
the movie offered us; he has been
transformed into a creature of pure
energy. It seems like I saw that on Star
Trek once or twice.
This is the heart of the problem. The
new book explains too much. The
mystery that is central in 2001 gained
much of its power from the vagueness
of the treatment. Something beyond the
realm of human understanding should
be just that. Everyone left the book or
movie knowing that the mysterious
black monolith was a tool of some
higher intelligence, but nobody could

really identify just exactly what it was
used for. 2010 shows us that tool in
action, and although it is an interesting
scientific concept, the monolith be¬
comes like a magic trick when the
magician shows us where the strings
are attached. There is no awe. The
wonder is gone.
It is sorely missed. The story that is
left is professional, but not daring and
exciting. I'm not looking forward to the
movie.
CM

Movie in th^ making
Roy Scheider has been selected for
the leading role in MGM’s 2010:
Odyssey Two, which will be produced,
written and directed by Peter Hyams.
1982 Academy Award nominee John
Lithgow and Bob Balaban have also
been cast in prominent roles by Hyams.
Based upon Arthur C. Clarke’s epic
continuation of 2001: A Space Odyssey,
the film began principal photography
on February 6, 1984 following nearly
nine months of pre-production activity
at MGM Studios in Culver City,
California.
In making the announcement, Fred¬
die Fields, head of production for
MGM/UA, stated, “Roy Scheider is the
perfect choice for the pivotal role of Dr.
Heywood Floyd, as are John Lithgow
and Bob Balaban for their respective
parts. We are excited by the prospect of
these three fine performers working
together on what we consider to be our
Company’s most ambitious project in
recent years.”
Scheider, Lithgow and Balaban will
portray American scientists who travel
to the vicinity of Jupiter aboard a
Russian spacecraft, where they hope to
learn the fate of astronaut David
Bowman, the H.A.L. 9000 computer
and the American interplanetary craft,
Discovery.
“What they find there is something

only Arthur C. Clarke could have
thought of,” explains writer-director
Hyams, who has maintained close
contact with Clarke during pre-produc¬
tion. Since author Clarke resides in Sri
Lanka, communication between the two
has been carried on via a special
computer hook-up.
“The spine of this film will be
characterization,” explains Hyams, who
wrote the screenplay with actor
Scheider in mind for the lead role.
Hyams' credits as a writer-director
include Outland, Hanover Street and
Star Chamber.
“Fifteen years have passed since the
making of 2001, and will reap the
benefit of the tremendous explosion in
technical effects which resulted. This
will be an extremely elaborate film,”
according to Hyams.
The state-of-the-art look for 2010:
Odyssey Two will be fashioned by
special effects supervisor Richard
Edlund (Star Wars, Raiders of the Loet
Ark, Poltergeist and Return of the
Jedi), production designer Albert
Brenner, visual futurist Syd Mead
(Blade Runner), film editor Jim
Mitchell and costume designer Patricia
Norris.
2010: Odyssey Two is scheduled for a
Christmas 1984 release by MGM/UA
Entertainment Co.
CM
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'Celebrity gets rave reviews
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by MARK RENZI
Celebrity. A difficult word to locate
derivation of. The prefix means
“cavity.” The suffix probably comes
from “brat,” meaning spoiled child.
Does the word therefore mean “a trap
for poorly behaved children?”
Author Thomas Thompson poses this
question near the beginning of his
1982 novel Celebrity. It is not until
after the last page of this vengeful,
passion-packed mystery is read that
one can even venture a guess as to its
answer.
At the book’s outset the reader meets
three high school chums, days before
their 1950 graduation. They live on the
same block. One is president of his
class, intelligent and well-liked. Anoth¬
er is a gifted athlete with dashing good
looks. The third is a happy-go-lucky
trickster, voted the class’s Most
Popular.
The three teens are bored one night.
It is raining. They go to a relative’s
abandoned cabin in the middle of no
where. Drinking and telling tall tales of
sexual escapades, the lads work
themselves into a warm, drunken
splendor of satisfaction.
A lost 16-year-old girl stumbles on
the cabin in the darkness. She walks in
out of the storm. She never walks out.
After events that would shape the rest
of all of their lives, the girl is carried
out of the cabin. Her breath is
undetectable.

It is 1975. (The book is written in
flashback style.) Three nationallyknown celebrities are returning to
small-town Texas for their 25th high
school reunion. Soon, one is dead and
two Eire critically injured.
The 75 years (25 years, three people)
in between is what makes up the bulk
of Thompson’s work, his first novel.
Through the author’s omniscent point
of view, the reader is fortunate to learn
the intimate thoughts and feelings of
the characters as they work their way
through delightfully detailed lives.
We know Kleber Cantrell, Mack
Crawford and T.J. Luther intimately,
experience their growing pains, their
paths to success. Likewise, we’re
introduced to their parents, partners
and spouses. We wind up knowing more
about all of these people than most of
us do about our own families and best
friends.
Murder, mystery, intrigue — it’s all
here. Throw in some sex, a few failed
marriages, money, drugs and the novel
begins to unfold. Perhaps it is a
forerunner to the contemporary night¬
time soap on TV.
The comparison is easy, especially
since William Hanley’s screen adapta¬
tion of Celebrity recently appeared
opposite the Winter Olympics as a
three-part, six-hour mini-series on NBC.
It received rave reviews and excellent
ratings, as have most of Hanley’s

continued on page five

Wait One Minute
by MARK RENZI
The One Minute Manager took the business world by storm upon its recent
release. Why? The book suggests that a person can efficiently manage each person
in his or her department with three exercises, each lasting one minute. Simple!
On the surface, it seems true. If we follow the book’s clear, concise, instructions,
we will implement one minute goal setting, one minute praising and one minute
reprimands into our daily businesses.
One minute goal setting, according to authors Kenneth Blanchard and Spencer
Johnson, involves writing down important goals for your business. Each goal must
be short — less than 250 words — and be achievable. The goals are formulated
once a week at a department goal-setting session, usually lasting an entire

morning.
One minute praisings follow a good achievement by an underling or by yourself
as soon as possible after the positive action has been taken. It involves telling the
person you know what they did, how much you appreciate their action and how
much they mean to you and the company as a person.
Likewise, yet opposite^is the one minute reprimand. Let the person know, the
author suggests, what they did wrong. You’re disappointed. When the person
realizes he has done poorly, come back with a statement telling him how valuable
they Eire to the company. You still appreciate them as a qualified, capable asset.
The book is convincing, yet after reflection, many business persons may be
skeptical.
• Could this theory work on less than intelligent people?
• Would workers grow over-accustomed and thus bored with these one-minute
encounters?
Still, the book is well worth reading. It is told as a story, so we are not bored
with textbook jstrgon. The length and word size of the work rivals that of Dr. Seuss
— an hour to read tops! Even if you don’t agree with the entire one minute
principle, several good management techniques may be extracted and adapted
from it.
The One Minute Manager is a must for any business major, manager of any

type, faculty member, administrator or classified employee. Copies are available in
the CD LRC or from local bookstores.
CM
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Joseph Bottoms as movie idol Mark Crawford and Ben Masters as re¬
nowned journalist Kleber Cantrell toast to their renewed friendship in
"Celebrity, ” the NBC mini-series based on the best-selling novel by Thomas
Thompson.
ACROSS
1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
22
23
25
27
28
30
32
34
35
38
41
42
44
45
47
49
50
52
54
55
57
59
60

Self-esteem
Falls in drops
Censures
Ensnare
Note of scale
Nuisances
Piece for one
Goal
Danger
Hawaiian
dish
Withered
Challenges
Preposition
Chinese coin
Flag
God of love
Play leading
role
In addition
Pope’s veil
Spanish
article
Fisherman
Black
Swiss river
Mediter¬
ranean vessel
Drunkard
Break
suddenly
Rude hut
Symbol for
tellurium
Occupant
Rubber on
pencil
Powders
Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease

DOWN
1 Woodwork¬
er’s tools
2 Sun god

3 Demon
4 Profound
5 Ancient
chariot
6 Cravings
7 MD’S aide
8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Support
10 Tavern
11 Consecrated
13 Tip
16 Ambush
19 Evaporates
21 Slow: mus.
24 Uncanny
26 Springe
29 Protuber¬
ances
31 Bedouins
33 Chooses
35 Animal
36 Kite
37 Bristle
39 Plunderer

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

40 Go in
43 Revolu¬
tionary
46 Genus of
frogs
48 Country of
Europe

51 Crony:
colloq.
53 Short sleep
56 Tar heel
state: abbr.
58 Compass
point

solution on page 8
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Celebrity
continued from page four

shows (Something About Amelia, Who
Will Save My Children? and Little
Gloria, Happy at Last.)
Hanley got the screen-writing task as
an act of God, despite his fine
credentials. Shortly after Celebrity was
published, author Thompson died of
cancer. He had been working on
producing and writing the TV version.
A good friend of his, Rosilyn Heller,
decided to produce the series and
Hanley was hired.
The TV movie has inspired new
interest in the book, the author and the
concept of celebrity. Needless to say, a
lot of questions remained unanswered,
due to the untimely death of the author.
Was the Kleber Cantrell character
based on Thompson, who also was a
young journalist in Texas and went on
to Life magazine? Were Mack Crawford
and T.J. Luther based on real cohorts
of Thompson? Did this crime really
happen?
Most commentaries by folks who
should know (Thompson’s friends, his
ex-wife) suggest a positive answer to
the first two questions, while negating
the last. The lives of Cantrell and
Thompson are very close (including
both journalists getting exclusive
interviews with the wife, mother and
family of Lee Harvey Oswald the day of
the JFK murder.) It also turns out that
two of the authors’ fellow 1951

classmates became a football player/TV
star (Van Williams on The Green
Hornet) and a rich, born-again Chris¬
tian in Texas (T. Cullen Davis) after
graduation, respectively.
Whether or not we’re reading truth is
important. In a way, it seems real. We
can identify with Life magazine, 60
Minutes and the various talk shows.
Famous names are often dropped: the
Kennedy clan, Elizabeth Taylor, Martin
Luther King, Billy Graham.
The novel is definitely exciting. It
keeps you reading. Trashy and
melodramic, yes, but at the same time,
Celebrity is fun.
The author made a successful
transition to fiction-writing after years
of best-selling nonfiction, including
Richie, Heart, Lost, Blood and Money,
and Serptentine. He was apparently
tired of the legal ramifications of
writing true accounts.
Just months before his death,
Thompson offered his opinion on his
most recent work. “Celebrity is not the
best novel ever written. . . but it is the
best work I can do at this stage in my
life. The next one,” he wrote, “will be
better.”
Celebrity is available for checkout at
College of DuPage's Learning Resource
Center and various local libraries.
Paperback editions of Thompson's
novel are currently available in most
local bookstores, listing at $3.95.
Does celebrity mean “a trap for
poorly behaved children?” You decide.
CM
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WANTED

by ANN ROPER

Answers to the questions:
Who, Where, When, How
and Why. Reward: $10,000.

Who Killed the Robins Family could
make you rich! All you have to do to
win $10,000 is figure out who killed
each of the eight members of the
Robins clan. It sounds easy until you
discover that you also have to know
where and when and how and why they
died.
The 152 page book is not an Agatha
Christie-type mystery. In fact, it’s not
even a ordinary detective novel. Who
Killed the Robins Family comes much
closer to being a genius-level mind
boggier. And what a pain in the brain.
The authors, Bill Adler and Thomas
Chastain, did a fantastic job of building
and maintaining mass confusion. At
first try, you’ll be lucky to guess the
answers to more than one death. Be
prepared to read, re-read and re-read
some more.
The chapters are loaded with
suspicious characters, letting the
amateur detective choose his guilty
parties. If the sleuth is skilled or lucky
enough, his suspects will be the same
offenders Adler and Chastain picked.
The where and when questions seem
easier, since dead bodies are usually
discovered soon after reaching that
state. Dilemmas still arise, though. For
example, did Candace die before or after
she disappeared from the train.
Probably the most uncomplicated, if
you can call them that, of the required
answers are the hows. Murder methods
are generally obvious once you know
who, when and where.
On the other hand, the why presents
trouble. The Robins’ are multi-millio¬
naires and greed is a well-known
murder motive. But so are jealousy

hate a self-preservation, all of which
appear in the story.
Clues are hidden throughout the
pages and the treasure hunter must use
his logic and deductive reasoning
powers to puzzle out answers to all 40
questions. Beware the trail of “red
herrings,” however, because a lot of
useless information is given for the sole
purpose of screwing up the readers.
Avid mystery fans have an advantage
since they have probably encountered
problems, such as the murder inside the
locked room, quite a few times.
Remembering previous "impossible”
crimes can result in becoming $10,000
richer.
The authors’ purpose in writing Who
Killed the Robins Family is simple: to
make money by giving it away. This
has always been a profitable business
practice and the publishing businef / is
no exception. At a retail price of $9.95,
the book paid for itself in the first week
after release, hitting the bestseller’s
lists everywhere and staying there.
Even now, the creation of Adler and
Chastain shows no sign of becoming
obsolete. And why should it? People
aren’t offered free money everyday.
Although the chance to win $10,000
is nothing to turn your nose up at,
evaluate your chances carefully before
you invest part of a day’s wages. Are
you able to think logically? Make order
out of chaos? Remember, the book is a
huge puzzle, not a mystery story, so
there isn’t any literary entertainment
value to speak of. But if you think you
can outguess thousands of gold diggers,
go for it. Somebody is going to win and
it might as well be you.
CM
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The 1984 Academy Award
^ Prediction Contest *
Best Picture

Best Film Editing

TERMS OF ENDEARMENT
THERIGHTSTUFF
THE BIG CHILL
THE DRESSER
TENDER MERCIES

Best Actor

BLUE THUNDER
FLASHDANCE
THE RIGHTSTUFF
SILKWOOD
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

Best Foreign Language Film

MICHAEL CAINE (Terms of Endearment)
TOM CONTI (Reuben, Reuben)
ALBERT FINNEY (The Dresser)
TOM COURTENAY (The Dresser)
ROBERT DUVALL (Tender Mercies)

CARMEN (Spain)
ENTRE NOUS (France)
FANNY AND ALEXANDER (Sweden)
JOB’S REVOLT (Hungary)
LE BAL (Algeria)

Best Original Musical Score

Best Actress
SHIRLEY MACLAINE (Terms of Endearment)
DEBRA WINGER (Terms of Endearment)
MERYL STREEP (Silkwood)
JANE ALEXANDER (Testament)
JULIE WALTERS (Educating Rita)

Best Supporting Actor
CHARLES DURNING (To Be or Not To Be)
JACK NICHOLSON (Terms of Endearment)
JOHN LITHGOW (Terms of Endearment)
SAM SHEPARD (The Right Stuff)
RIP TORN (Cross Creek)

Best Supporting Actress
CHER (Silkwood)
LINDA HUNT (The Year of Living Dangerously)
AMY IRVING (Yentl)
ALFRE WOODARD (Cross Creek)
GLENN CLOSE (The Big Chill)

Best Director
PETER YATES (The Dresser)
INGMAR BERGMAN (Fanny and Alexander)
MIKE NICHOLS (Silkwood)
BRUCE BERESFORD (Tender Mercies)
JAMES L. BROOKSflerms of Endearment)

Best Original Screenplay
THE BIG CHILL
FANNY AND ALEXANDER
SILKWOOD
TENDER MERCIES
WARGAMES

Best Screenplay Adaptation
BETRAYAL
THE DRESSER
EDUCATING RITA
REUBEN,REUBEN
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT

CROSS CREEK
RETURN OF THE JEDI
THE RIGHTSTUFF
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT
UNDER FIRE

Best Original Song
WHAT A FEELING (Flashdance)
MANIAC (Flashdance)
OVER YOU (Tender Mercies)
POPPA, CAN YOU HEAR ME?(Yentl)
THE WAY HE MAKES ME FEEL (Yentl)

Best Art Direction
FANNYAND ALEXANDER
RETURN OF THE JEDI
THE RIGHTSTUFF
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT
YENTL

Best Costume Design
CROSS CREEK
FANNYAND ALEXANDER
HEARTLIKE AWHEEL
THE RETURN OF MARTIN GUERRE
ZELIG

Best Documentary Feature
CHILDREN OF DARKNESS
FIRST CONTACT
HE MAKES ME FEEL LIKE DANCIN’
THE PROFESSION OF ARMS
SEEING RED

Best Animated Short Film
MICKEY’S CHRISTMAS CAROL
SOUND OF SUNSHINE — SOUND OF RAIN
SUNDAE IN NEW YORK
BOYS AND GIRLS

Tiebreaker

Best Cinematography
FANNY AND ALEXANDER
FLASHDANCE
THE RIGHTSTUFF
WARGAMES
ZELIG

• Circle the Oscar winner for each category
• Fill out this ballot and return it to the Courier office,
Room 1022 in the SRC
• Deadline for all entries is 4 p.m. Friday, April 6
• Only one entry per person will be accepted
• Prizes will be awarded Friday, April 13
• Only CD students and faculty are eligible

Name.

What film will win the most Oscars?.
How many Oscars will it win?.

Guess the Oscars and win!
1st Prize — $50 gift certificate for Carlos Murphy’s and
four Plitt Theater tickets
2nd Prize — $25 gift certificate for Carlos Murphy’s and
two Plitt Theater tickets
3rd Prize — $15 gift certificate for Alfie’s and two Plitt
Theater tickets
4th Prize — Large pizza with everything at The Brothers
Pizza and two Plitt Theater tickets
5th Prize — Four Plitt Theater tickets

Student Activities

Address ..
Phone
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Antique class

Courier Magazine apologizes

Second City tours

A 10-week course in American
antiques will be offered during the
spring quarter in Stacy’s Tavern
Museum, Glen Ellyn, from 7 to 9:30
p.m. Wednesday beginning March 28.
The fee is $38.
The course, taught by local antique
dealer Lee Marks, past president of the
Glen Ellyn Historical Society, will focus
on American country furniture with
students learning how to identify,
authenticate, evaluate and refinish
furniture using actual examples from
the museum and various private
collections.
Also studied will be American clocks,
early lighting devices and primitive iron
accessories used for cooking on the
hearth. Students will also learn how to
find and price antiques.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2212.

In the February 3 issue of the Courier Magazine we listed the west suburb bars
that offered free food during their happy hours. Unfortunately, we neglected to
mention nearby Carlos Murphy’s which offers much to the hungry drinker.
Monday through Friday, between 4 and 7 p.m., Murphy’s snacking guests can
enjoy cold meats and cheeses. The starving visitor, however, may want to take
advantage of the hot freebie table which may include cheese-filled ravioli, pizza,
barbequed ribs or tacos, depending on the day of the week.
Please accept our apologies and take advantage of these filling opportunities.

The Second City Touring Company
will bring laughs to CD on Friday,
April 6 at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center. Tickets may be bought in
advance for $5 at the Student Activities
Box Office or at the door for $6. For
more info, call 858-2800, ext. 2241.

Director published
Lee Kesselman, director of choral
activities at College of DuPage, had
two of his works published during the
month of January.
His choral arrangement of a Shaker
tune, A Cup of Rejoicing, is being
published by Classic Artists Publish¬
ing of Evanston.
A poem, entitled Academic Felony,
was published in the winter 1984 issue
of the St. Andrews Review, a literary
journal published in Laurinburg, N.C.
Kesselman, a resident of Wheaton,
directs the Chamber Singers, DuPage
Chorale and the New Classic Singers.

Artist show at CD
The suspended structures of Gabriele
Pietsch are being shown in the College
of DuPage Gallery, Room 137 of
Building M. The show will run until
March 15.
The show highlights a series of
kite-like structures which are respon¬
sive to air currents and interact with
people creating a moving environment.
The sculptures are constructed of thin
acrylic rods, colorful silk fabric and
glue. Their delicate rib-like structures
can be seen from different angles, and
their transparent quality is affected by
the amount of light available. The
movement and interaction of the pieces
creates a swaying, peaceful and
somewhat evasive environment.
A native of Munich, Germany,
Pietsch received her master’s degree in
fine arts from Northern Illinois
University. She is the recipient of a
grant from the Illinois Arts Council.
The artist has exhibited widely in the
midwest and the south, and her work
has been shown in the Tate Gallery,
ARC Raw Space in Chicago and in the
Hyde Park Art Center. Pietsch has
taught at Elgin Community College
and was artist-in-residence at DeKalb
Ag Research in Sycamore.
The public is invited to visit the
exhibit from noon to 3 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and from 1 to 4 p.m.
on Sunday. For further information,
call the Gallery at 858-2800, ext.
2048/2036.

"HAIL ‘THE KING OF COMEDY'!
All those who are serious about
pictures, hail THE KING OF
COMEDY!” Gene Shalit.

Camelot, starring Richard Harris,
will be presented at the Arie Crown
Theater in Chicago Saturday, March 10
at 2 p.m. Tickets for front balcony seats
may be purchased at the Student
Activities Box Office. Price is $18. For
further information, call 858-2800, ext.
2241.

THE TODAY SHOW NBC-TV

‘Robert De Niro and
jerry Lewis sparkle in
THE KING OF COMEDY.”

Britten featured

PEOPLE MAGAZINE

“Scorsese’s KING OF
COMEDY is sensational.”
Stephen Schaefer. US MAGAZINE
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Shaw laughs at misalliances
Misalliance, George Bernard Shaw’s witty exploration of the unpredictable
nature of human relationships, is being presented until March 25 at the University
of Chicago’s Court Theatre, 5535 South Ellis Ave.
Set in 1910, Shaw’s comedy is a pointed and witty drama of the misalliances
that unite people of starkly different classes, ages, and ideologies. At once funny
and thoughtful, the play has been placed among Shaw’s very best works.
Court Theatre’s Artistic Director Nicholas Rudall will direct the production
which will be designed by Joseph Nieminski, Nancy Missimi, and Rita Pietraszek,
all of whom are well-known to Court audiences from their past work with the
theatre. Nieminski designed the Jeff-nominated sets for Court’s An Italian Straw
Hat, as well as for last season’s critically acclaimed production of Shaw’s You
Never Can Tell. Nancy Missimi, costume designer, also received a Jeff nomination
for her work on An Italian Straw Hat. Lighting designer Rita Pietraszek s work
includes not only this season’s productions of Hay Fever and A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, but also last year’s Under Milk Wood and Loot.
Kenneth Northcott, who received a Joseph Jefferson nomination for his
delightful portrayal of the sardonic waiter in last season’s You Never Can Tell, will
return to Court to play John Tarleton, the besieged and befuddled head of an
eccentric Victorian family that made its fortune selling underwear. Regular Court
ensemble members Ingrid Blekys, William Brown, Richard Gilbert-Hill, Jane
Maclver, and Joe Van Slyke will be joined by Bob Keenan and Court newcomer
Deborah Engle in the play’s other featured roles, which range from a Polish
aviatrix to an overwrought gun-wielding anarchist.
The regular weekly performance schedule is Wednesdays through Saturdays at 8
pm and Sundays at 2:30 and 7:30 pm. The play will close with the 2:30
performance on Sunday, March 25.
Single tickets are $13 for Saturday evenings, $11 for Friday evenings, and $10
for all other performances. Students and senior citizens receive a $2 discount.
Groups are entitled to discounts.
Tickets can be ordered through the box office, 753-4472. Visa, Mastercard, and

One of Benjamin Britten’s choral
masterworks, Rejoice in the Lamb, will
be offered by the College of DuPage
Concert Choir as its central work at its
concert Sunday, March 11, at 3 p.m.
The music of the renowned British
composer is being celebrated worldwide
on this 75th anniversary of his birth.
Solo roles in the cantata will be sung by
Suzanne Zachreus of Glendale Heights,
Patricia Yuen of Glen Ellyn, Ronald
Leaneagh of LaGrange and Andrew
Woods of Winfield. William Shepard
will be the organist.
Other selections include three choral
prayers and a group of folk song
settings from different regions.
Harold Bauer is director of the
concert choir and Barbara Geis is the
accompanist.
Also participating in the program is
the College of DuPage Chamber
Orchestra performing works by Tele¬
mann, Vivaldi, Handel and Abel.
Jonathan Armerding, guest violinist
and the orchestra’s assistant conductor,
is soloist in the “Winter” movement
from The Seasons. Bethanne Pizzotti of
Lombard, Mary Mepyans of Lombard
and Diana Watanabe of West Chicago
are soloists in the Telemann Concerto
for Two Flutes and Violin. Roland
Raffel of Elmhurst is trumpet soloist in
Handel’s Suite for Trumpet and
Orchestra.
The free public concert will be held in
the Building M Performing Arts Center
on Lambert Road in Glen Ellyn.
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American Express tire accepted.
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